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I. INTRODUCTION 
The development of the computer and its application to the field 
of statistics over the past twenty years has led to numerous computer 
algorithms for performing a wide variety of statistical analyses. Not 
the least of these has been for the statistical technique known as the 
analysis of variance. The degree of generality of these algorithms varies 
considerably. The types of input to them as well as the information 
generated by them seem to vary just as much. There is, of course, a wide 
variety of information that can be extracted from a set of data through 
the use of the analysis of variance. However, names assigned to various 
pieces of information sometimes differ from one author to another, and 
methods used to obtain one piece of information can make it difficult to 
obtain another piece of information. As an example of the latter, 
Wilkinson (l970) calculates essentially the minimal polynomial of a 
matrix and uses this to calculate a particular conditional inverse. Yet, 
the minimal polynomial of a matrix contains no real information concern­
ing the rank of the matrix which is necessary for calculating the degrees 
of freedom in an analysis of variance. 
Many statisticians, particularly practicing statisticians, are often 
faced with data that can be classified as non-orthogonal. If the data have 
a planned non-orthogonal structure, such as occurs with Incomplete Block 
Designs, there is a vast literature to which one can turn. However, when 
the data are non-orthogonal because of extenuating circumstances, poor 
planning, error in designing the experiment, or a natural disaster, it is 
not at all clear what congutational processes are adequate and efficient. 
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Determining what information is contained in the experimental data is not, 
in general, a simple task; and extraction of this information may he 
difficult. When faced with these arbitrary experimental designs, the 
trained human mind has a capacity for recognizing structures that is 
difficult, if not impossible, to duplicate in a computer. Even distin­
guishing between a very small number and the number zero becomes a non-
trivial task in the computer. 
To obtain an idea of the various approaches to analysing an arbitrary 
experimental design, one need only read the report on the Analysis of 
Variance Workshop held at the University of Wisconsin which was prepared 
by Muller and Wilkinson (l97l). The variety of forms for input and output 
is evident. The seeming inability of some of these procedures to handle 
even relatively simple non-orthogonal designs such as that presented by 
Mexas in the above report (page 39) indicates that there is still some 
work to be done in this area. 
There has been a vast amount of study of the fitting of the linear 
model, usually represented by the matrix model equation, y = X3 + e, for 
various covariance structures of the error component, e. There seems to 
be a less thorou^ treatment of the partitioned model represented by the 
matrix model equation, y = + e. Such a partitioned model has 
been used widely in connection with the statistical procedure known as the 
analysis of covariance, particularly before the advent of the modern 
computer. Such a model also is the basis for the statistical analysis 
associated with linear classificatory models. In the days of the desk 
calculator, the data analyst performed all the steps in a statistical 
analysis with comprehension and realization of what was being done at each 
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step. This is in contrast to modern computer technology in which the whole 
analysis of at least one pass through the data must be preplanned and the 
meaning of the output must he based on complete knowledge of the whole 
algorithm. 
Another aspect of the problem is that while it is convenient for some 
purely mathematical approaches to use what is called a c.OOftxLL\fiat& {^fL2.(L 
approach, a particular doondbfiato, known approach is usually required by 
the experimenter. The experimenter is not merely interested in fitting 
the model, say, y = Xg + E. He is interested in aspects of the vector 
parameter 3 that are used in his particular coordinate representation. 
He is concerned with knowing the linear functions of the elements of P 
that are estimable, the estimates of these functions, their variances, and 
so on. A general computing algorithm must include answers to these 
problems. 
Still another part of the problem of analysing an arbitrary experi­
mental structure arises when the data and associated linear model do not 
satisfy the property known as maximal rank. A linear model and data 
situation is said to be of maximal rank if the data are sufficient to 
provide estimates of all estimable functions that would be estimable with 
an indefinitely large amount of data. The occurrence of submaximal ranlc 
and the consequent problems of determining what is estimable are the 
Achilles Heel of recent computing algorithms. 
The problems mentioned above form the impetus for this thesis. The 
partitioned model y = + Xggg + e is examined in some detail. More 
complex models of the form y = X^&^ + ... + + e are introduced and 
the results for p = 2 are extended to eurbitrary positive integer values 
of p. Finally, a computational procedure is proposed for analysing 
arbitrary experimental structures. 
Chapter II contains a review of pertinent literature concerning non-
orthogonal analysis of variance. Necessary definitions and notations are 
presented. Various degrees of non-orthogonality are discussed and 
illustrated. The last part of the chapter contains descriptions of 
several recent algorithms for analysing complex experimental designs. 
Of particular interest is the algorithm due to Wilkinson (1970). 
Chapter III presents some useful results concerning the imposing of 
estimable conditions on the linear model, 
y = X3 + e. 
These results establish some notational conventions and are used in later 
chapters. 
Chapter IV is one of the main chapters in the thesis. The theoretical 
results concerning estimation, decomposition of sums of squares, expected 
mean squares, and tests of hypothesis are presented for a general two-
factor model. The framework is laid for the extension of these results 
to models with more than two factors. 
Chapter V discusses a simple two-factor model with and without 
interaction. Some of the problems concerning the estimation and calcula­
tion of expected mean squares in the presence of interaction are explored. 
An exançle of a model of submaximal rank is presented and analysed in 
some detail. 
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Chapter VI is similar in nature to Chapter V, except that the model 
"being discussed is a two-factor nested model. Some contingencies when 
unequal numbers and missing cells are present are discussed. 
In Chapter VII some projection operators are defined that aid in 
deriving extensions of the results of previous chapters to multifactor 
models. Results concerning the maximum number of partitions of the esti­
mation space for special models and the analysis of arbitrary experimental 
structures are presented. 
Chapter VIII discusses the extension of results of previous chapters 
to the case where the errors have a general covariance structure. The 
results of Zyskind and Martin (1969) are used to derive generalized reduced 
normal equations and generalized reduced conjugate normal equations. 
In Chapter IX some computational procedures are presented in the light 
of the results of the previous chapters. The computational aspects of a 
general computing algorithm are outlined. 
Chapter X is a summary and a discussion of areas in which more work 
needs to be done. 
This thesis does not answer all of the questions centered around the 
analysis of non-orthogonal data. One of the reasons for this is that many 
of these questions are not statistical in nature. They can only be 
answered by the person conducting the experiment and from his familiarity 
with the experimental material. However, it is the responsibility of the 
statistician to lay bare the statistical information in a set of data 
taking into account its source and the questions being asked. 
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II. LITEEATURE REVIEW 
The literature concerning non-orthogonal analysis of variance is vast. 
Kempthorne (1952), Scheffe (1959), and Barsroft (1968), to name only a few, 
discuss the analysis of non-orthogonal designs encountered when there are 
unequal numbers of observations taken at various levels of the factors 
involved in the experiment. The analysis of planned non-orthogonal designs 
such as Incomplete Block Designs is discussed by Yates (1936), Bose (19^9), 
Kempthorne (1952), Bose and Mesner (1959), Shah (1959), Folks and Kempthorne 
(i960), and others too numerous to mention. Therefore, in order to keep 
the problem within focus, it will bs necessary to limit the discussion here 
to a particular approach to non-orthogonal data. For this reason, the 
discussion does not concern itself, except indirectly, with the design of 
non-orthogonal experiments ; instead, the discussion centers around the 
anaZy&'ilt of non-orthogonal data. Such data may arise from a planned 
experiment, but more often it arises from an observational study in which 
the occurrence of factor levels and combinations of factor levels do not 
have properties of balance which would be sought in a planned experimental 
study. 
In order to clarify the exposition that follows, we will introduce 
some notational conventions and define some quantities that are used 
considerably. Of primary importance is the concept of a JLine.(lfL modeZ, 
written in matrix notation as 
(2.1) y = X3 + e. 
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where y is an n x 1 vector of observations, X is an n x m matrix of 
constants (referred to as the modeZ matfUx), 3 is an m x 1 matrix of 
parameters that we are generally trying to estimate, and, unless stated 
otherwise, e is an n x 1 vector of random variables with mean zero and 
variance covariance matrix equal to a^I. At times it will be more infor­
mative to write 2.1 in its partitioned form. 
(2.2) y = + XgGg + ... + Xp3p + e , 
where the model matrix X has been partitioned into X = (Xj^Xg,...,^^), 
and the parameter vector 3' has been partitioned accordingly into 
6'= (3j»S2>*••ï3p). Each partition X^ is n x p^ and each 3^ is 
p^ X 1 with 
(2.3) E p. = m . 
i 
The additive linear model for a simple experiment involving two factors, 
say A and B, is usually written as 
(2.1.) rij = w + *1 + bj + 
where y is a constant for all y.., d. corresponds to the effect produced 
1J 1 
by the i-th level of factor A, i = 1,2,...,4, faj represents the effect 
produced by the J-th level of factor B, j = 1,2,. ..^f, and is the 
experimental error associated with the i,j-th factor combination. Equation 
2.It can be written in the form of 2.2 by letting 
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i) = 1, pg = = i, n = At, 
• 
ii) = P, Bg = 
, B3 - • 
, ."i. 
iii) y = 
^11 
r \ 
hi 
: » e 
. 
iv) and = 
1 
1 
' ^2 )' *3 " 
where ,<?> = 1 if the k-th observation, k = l,...,n, is 
-th leve 
.<?' = 1 
associated with i l of factor A and x, . = 0 ki .1 X—oil xc cx ux x vuui li. uu. y^ ^ ~
(3) 
otherwise; and if the k-th observation, k = 
l,...,n, is associated with the j-th level of factor B 
,(3) _ 
and 
"kj 0 otherwise. 
Consider, for example, the two-factor experiment where A has two levels 
and B has three levels. Expression 2.4 can he written 
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(2.5) 
fil = W + *1 + + Su 
fis = * + "l + ^ 2 + :l2 
ris ' % + *1 + ^ 3 * =13 
^21 = W + *2 + + Cgi 
^22 = W + *2 + bg + Ggg 
^23 = M + «2 t 63 + ^ 23 
The corresponding representation as in 2.2 is 
( 2 . 6 )  
'^11 i Ï 0" 1 0 0" 
(N 1 1 0 0 10 
^13 1 1 0 '^1 0 0 1 
= u + + 
^21 1 0 1 10 0 
CVl 1 0 1 0 10 
.^23j 1 0 1 0 0 1 
'11 
*12 
'13 
'21 
"22 
1^23J 
Models such as 2.6, where the model matrix is made up of 0 ' s and 1 ' s, are 
called ZinzcUL cZaiéyi^ iavtofLy modeZi because of the way this induces a 
classification of the response into effects of levels of factors. The use 
of O's and I's in the model matrix is entirely arbitrary, other constants 
can Tae used just as well. Unless otherwise stated, the model matrices 
associated with linear classificatory models in this presentation will he 
made up of O's and I's. 
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Expression 2.6 can also te used to illustrate another point. Notice 
that the sum of the two columns of is the matrix X^, also that the 
sum of the three columns of X^ gives X^. That is, the matrix X^ is 
made up of a linear combination of the columns of Xg. Equivalently, X^ is 
contained in the vector space generated by the columns of Xg. This space 
is called the coZumn 4pace, of Xg and is denoted by C(Xg). Similarly, 
the matrix X^ is contained in the column space of X^, CfX^). It is also 
useful to define the >t0iv •6pa.ce. of a matrix as the vector space generated 
by all linear combinations of the rows of the matrix. For example, the row 
space of Xg, denoted by R(Xg), is the set of all pairs of real numbers, 
(u,v). 
•The fact that X^ is contained in both C(Xg) and CfX^) suggests 
another convention used by some authors. Authors such as Potthoff (1962a, 
1962b), when discussing linear classificatory models, do not include the 
mean y in the model. Equation 2.U is written as 
(2.7) • 
Because of the containment property, X^ e C(Xg) and X^ e CfX^), specifi­
cation of the mean is, in a sense, redundant. The fact that the matrix 
X = is n X p of rank p - 2, implies that only certain linear 
functions of the parameters can be estimated. When a linear function of 
the parameters, X'3, can be estimated, that linear function is said to be 
e^tùnabtz. It is well known that such linear functions satisfy X' e R(x) .  
Using the method of ZeMt àquoAe^ to estimate the parameters, we find 
a vector 3 such that the function 
11 
(2.8)  Q(e) = (y-XB)'(y-XB) 
is a minimum. It is well known that Q(3) is a minimum for any g 
satisfying the nomat 
(2.9) X'Xg = X'y . 
If the matrix X is n x p of rank p, then the model 2.1 is said to be 
of u^£Z Hank and the matrix X'X is nonsingular. In the case of a model 
of full rank, all elements of the parameter vector B are estimable, and 
their B&At LLmoA Unbyia&ad EAtUncute^  (BLUE'a) are given by 
where best is used in the sense of minimum variance. 
If the model is not of full rank, then there exists an infinite number 
of vectors 3 that satisfy the normal equations. A common way of solving 
the normal equations is to impose conditions on a suitably chosen set of 
linear functions of the parameters. The augmented set of linear equations 
must be consistent and have a unique solution. Another procedure is to 
express the model as one of full rank on a complete set of linearly inde­
pendent estimable functions. This is called reparameterization and results 
in a new vector of parameters, say 0, and a new model matrix W such that 
C(w) = C(x) and the reparameterized model 
(2.10) 3 = (X'X)"^X'y , 
(2.11) y = W0 + e , 
is of full rank. 
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Another method for obtaining solutions to the normal equations vhen 
the matrix X'X is singular is by means of ge.neAûZÂ.ze.d •inveA&U or 
ConcUtionaZ. -inveMeA. The concept of a generalized inverse was developed 
independently by Moore (1935) and Penrose (1955). The generalized inverse 
of any real matrix A denoted by A satisfies the following conditions: 
(2.12) 
i) 
ii) 
iii) 
iv) 
AA'^A = A 
AW = A"^ 
(AA"'" )' = AA^ 
(A'^A) » = A"^A 
Any matrix A that satisfies only condition i) is called a conditional 
inverse of A. In the case where A is nonsingular. 
(2.13) A^ = A" = A"^ 
"i* The matrix A is unique for any matrix A; however, in general the 
matrix A~ is not unique. A discussion of generalized and conditional 
inverses, linear models, and other concepts mentioned above can be found 
in Zyskind, Kempthorne, et al. (1964). Any vector 3 of the form 
e = (X'X)~X»y 
or 
3 = (X'X)'^X'y 
satisfies the normal equations. 
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Linear classificatory models form the basis of many experimental 
studies. Every observation is classified according to each of a set of 
factors, say, .. ,Fj^. Each observation is then indexed by a k-
tuple denoting the level of each factor associated with the observation. 
An observation can be denoted by ytx^yxg,.../*^). (Sometimes the k-tuple 
is written as a subscript on the variable y.) There are intrinsically 
two types of relations between factors. These are called CÂûàiÀJ^g and 
nt&tÂMQ. We shall first discuss couçletely crossed structures. 
For completely crossed structures, the indexing variables x^ can 
assume any of the values 1,2,...,L., say, where L. is the number of 
levels of factor F.. There is then a total of 11 L. possible 
1 i=l ^ 
combinations. If every possible combination occurs an equal number of 
times in the total set of data, fitting a standard linear model is 
straightforward, although there are some unresolved inferential problems. 
One can examine the data by means of a ^CLCtofUaZ modzt of the form 
(2.14) E[y(x ,...,x)] = y + f^^^ + f|^^ + ... + 
X 2 X 2 
A A f(l*2,...,k) 
X * V * 
12* • 
where y is a number which is constant for all observations, f^^^ is a 
*1 
number associated with all observations at the x^-th level of factor F^, 
(l 2) f * is a number associated with all combinations at the x,-th level 
% ^ 
of factor F^ and the x^-th level of factor Fg, and so on. Terms 
involving more than one indexing variable are called Âj/vteJuictÂX)H&. One 
can also examine the data with a model obtained by deleting «.n of the 
IH 
terms of a particular type, such as those involving A particular 
case of wide interest is the model which contains no interaction terms, 
often called a mcUn-e^^zcX: model.t 
(2.15) E[y(x, v)]=p+ Z f;"-' 
^ ^ i=l *i 
The model used to describe an experiment with two factors, and 
Fg, with F^ nesting F^ is generally written as 
(2.16) EEyCx^Xg)] = u + f^^) + f^^^^ 
( 2 )  
In this case the number f is associated not only with the x„-th level % ® 
of factor Fg but also with the x^-th level of factor F^. The ntited 
a^ctofUaJL modeZ for an experiment with k factors F^,Fg,...,F^ can be 
written 
<=•"> • U • 
• 
The models 2.l4, 2.15 and 2.17 can be represented in the general form 
(2.18) E[y] = xe , 
where y is the vector of observations, 3 is the vector of parameters, 
y, f(^), f(^) , and so on, and X is the model matrix of zeros and ones. 
Xi X.Xj 
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A general feature of these models is that they are not of full rank. This 
means that no component of the vector 3 is estimable. Linear classifica-
tory models are generally made up of mixtures of models 2.lU and 2.17. 
A. Orthogonality and Non-orthogonality 
The simple case applicable to models of full rank is as follows» 
(2.19) y = xe + e = + Xggg + e . 
In this case we say the data-model situation is o^ithogonai with respect to 
the groups of parameters and if 
(2.20) Xpg = (j) , 
where (j) denotes the null matrix. 
This notion can be extended to models not of full rank. Suppose, for 
example, that 
y = + XjBg 4. s 
can be written in a full rank reparameterized form as 
y = + WgGg + + e 
where 
®1 = • ®2 = ^ ^2 
and C(Aj^) is a basis for estimable functions of 3^» C(A^) is a basis 
for estimable functions of and WjWg = (|) with such that 
CfX^.Xg) = C(W^,Wg,W^) . 
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The data-model situation is then said to he orthogonal with respect to the 
parameters 6^ and It is worthwhile to note that the model 2.19 can 
always he reparameteri zed to 
(2.22) y = + Zgdg + E 
such that ZjZg = (|). However is not, in general, a matrix function of 
alone and Z^ is not, in general, a matrix function of alone. 
Expression 2.22 is known as an orthogonal parameterization of the linear 
model 2.19. 
Two similar concepts are often used to describe linear models. These 
are i) full-rank models and ii) maximal-rank models. Both of these concepts 
are closely related to the rank of the n x p model matrix X. A model is 
of fumk if the rank of X is equal to p. A multifactorial data-
model situation is of maXMnaZ M.nk if the rank of the model matrix is equal 
to the rank of the model matrix that would occur if there were an observa­
tion for eveiy cell in the associated complete multifactorial partition. 
A multifactorial data-model situation is of AubmaxÂmaZ fuink if the rank of 
the model matrix is less than the rank of the model matrix that would occur 
if there were an observation in every cell of the associated complete multi­
factorial partition. 
We will now examine the property of non-orthogonality with specific 
reference to models of full rank, maximal rank and submaximal rank. Since 
a model of full rank is also of maximal rank, we will use the terms maximal 
and submaximal to apply only to models not of full rank. 
The product of two arbitrary matrices A'B may be non-null for three 
basically different reasons. Let Oq represent a basis for C{A) H C(B). 
Let 0^ be its extension to a basis for C (A) and let Og be an extension 
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of Oq such that (O^jOg) forms a basis for C(B). Then the product A'B 
will be non-null whenever 
i) Oq = ({) and C(O^) is not orthogonal to CfOg), 
(2.23) ii) Og # 0 and C(O^) is not orthogonal to CfOg), 
iii) or Oq <j) and C(O^) is orthogonal to CfOg). 
Any data-model situation that is non-orthogonal with respect to the 
parameters 3^ and gg can be characterized by one of the above situations. 
The first property is generally associated with models of maximal rank and 
the last two with models of submaximal rank. There are exceptions, however, 
to both of these statements. 
The reasons for introducing conditions 2.23 will be clarified in 
Chapter IV. At this point we will only say that inferences drawn from these 
three situations are basically different and should be treated as such. In 
order to find solutions for models of submaximal rank, it is often necessary 
to impose conditions that are not standard nor easy to determine. 
B. Models of Maximal Rank 
The works of Potthoff (1962a, 1962b) and Bradu (1965) apply to maximal 
rank, additive factorial models. Potthoff (1962b) assumes the following 
model, 
(2.24) E[y] = X^t^ + Xgtg + Xgt^ + X^t,^ , 
where y is an n x 1 vector of observations, X^ is an n x p^ design 
matrix, and t^ is a p^ x 1 vector of treatment parameters, i = l,2,3,k. 
The development in Potthoff (1962a) is essentially the same. The following 
definitions are made. 
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1) = X^Xj, i,j = 1,2,3,4. 
ii) E. = X|y , i = 1,2,3,k. 
iii) is a vector of the form 
(2.25) 0% = Ri + A^gRg + , 
where is x p^, i = 2,3,U, with 
(2.26) E[Q^] = 
and is p^ X p^ of rank p^ - 1. That is, E[Q^] is a vector of 
estimable functions of t^ alone. The normal equations can be written 
^11^1 * ®i2^2 ^13^3 ^ik^k ~ ^ 1 
®21^1 ^22^2 ^23^3 ^24^4 ~ ^ 2 
(2.27) 
^31^1 ^32^2 ®33^3 ^3h% " ^3 
hl\ V2 ®li3^3 
A degree of "balance is also introduced by assuming that, for any factor, 
each level appears an equal number of times in the design. Potthoff then 
exhibits classes of matrices H^j, A^j, and which produce tractable 
analyses, and for which matrices X^ exist. For exan^le, Design Class 1 
for four-factor additive models is defined "below. 
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Design Class 1 Let h = , then 
^12^23 ~ /PiPgPgjJig, ^12^21» ~ 
^13^3h ~ ^13^32 ~ /Pl?2P3)^12' 
%U\2 (h^/plp2pk)^12» ®lU®lt3 ^  ^Pl^3^U^'^13' 
where J. is the p. x p matrix of one's. For any design "belonging to 
1J 1 J 
this class, if 
Ai2 = -(Pg/hiH^g + (2/P^)J^2 , 
^13 ^  -(Pg/hiH^g , 
and 
\k = -(p^/hiH^^ , 
then 2.26 will he satisfied with 
*^11 ~ (h/Pi)lp^ ••• ^12^21 ^13^31 ^lh\l ' 
Potthoff also discusses methods for calculating sums of squares appropriate 
for testing estimable functions of t^. 
Bradu (1965) discusses much the same problem as Potthoff but in a more 
general sense. The model assumed is 
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P 
(2.28) E[y] = Z X t. , 
i=l ^ 1 
where p is any positive integer. A method is derived similar to the 
Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure that involves inverting matrices 
of order p^ instead of ^ P^» The conditions imposed on the parameters 
tj^ to obtain unique solutions are 
(2.29) i;x.t^ = 0 , 
where 1^ is an n x 1 vector of ones. The procedure is recursive and 
the matrices X^ and parameters t^ are replaced at each iteration "by 
( k ^ ^ 
matrices and estimates t) . Thus, after p iterations the 
estimates t!^^ (the iterations are counted "backwards so that the results 
of the last iterations are x(^^ and t[^^) form a set of least squares 
solutions to the normal equations. Bradu also discusses the calculation 
of sums of squares and tests of hypotheses. 
C. Models of Su"bmaximal Rank 
Submaximal rank models appear primarily in one area of the statistical 
literature, the area known as ^tiOLCtÂjOmJi fLZpZ>Lcjtltion. A fractional repli­
cate is a subset of possible treatment combinations that one can obtain 
from a factorial experiment. A thorough discussion of this can be found 
in Kempthome (19^7, 1952). Fractional replicates are used in experiments 
where it is reasonable to assume that certain preassigned contrasts in the 
parameters are negligible. The unique feature of these designs is that 
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some functions of main effects alone and interactions alone are not 
estimable, "but their sum is estimable. This property is known as 
con^oundcy^. Consider, for example, a simple experiment with two factors 
and Fg each at two levels, and suppose that the following treatment 
combinations are observed 
level 
1 
level 
2 
F, 
level 1 
level 2 
Vhere x denotes an observation. Let the expectations be written as 
E[y.j] = y 4. + 4^-2' Ith Î = 0 
^ J 
for (i,j) = (1,1), (1,2), (2,2). Specifically, the model is 
E[yii] = y + 4^' + 4") 
EEyjg] = y + + fg^^ . 4:'^) 
E[ygg] = y + + 4^^ 
It is relatively easy to see that no linear combination of these observa­
tions has expectation 
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or 
fl 2^ f1 o) 
Using the conditions Sf..* =Ef.* =0, and calculating 
i ij j iJ 
EEygg - Yii] gives 
(2.30) E[ygg -
In other words, the main-effect contrast f^^^ - f^^^ is confounded with 
(2)  (2)  
the main-effect contrast fg - f ^ . 
Fractional factorial designs are constructed so that main-effects are 
confounded with higher order interactions instead of other main-effects. 
Various papers exist describing useful fractional factorial designs for 
certain numbers of factors and factor levels. One such paper is that by 
Addelman and Kempthorne (I96I). 
The concept of confounding is one that can apply to other types of 
designs. One of the main problems associated with non-orthogonal models 
and missing observations is unpZonntd confounding that enters into the 
estimation process. 
D. An Aspect of Reparameterization 
In this section one aspect of the process known as reparameterization 
is examined. It is introduced here because for non-orthogonal models it 
illustrates a serious problem for the estimation process. 
Consider the simple two-factor nested model, written in a more 
standard form than 2.17 as 
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(2-31) fijk = % + «ï + *ij + Sijk ' 
where i = 1,2,J = 1,2,...,s, k = 1,2,...,r. It can be seen that 
any colTinm of the model matrix corresponding to can he constructed 
from appropriate columns corresponding to the It is common practice 
to impose conditions on such as 
(2.32) E3..=0 
i ^ 
for all i in order to obtain unique solutions to the normal equations. 
New parameters satisfying 2.32 are then estimated. With this in mind, 
consider the linear function of the observations 
(2.33) a'y = y... - , 
where the dot (•) signifies taking the mean over the corresponding subscript. 
Clearly a is contained in C(X); and therefore, <t'y is the BLUE of its 
expectation. 
(2.31.) E[a'y] . «1 - 0^ + JL (z _ z 6^^) . 
J J 
Because of conditions 2.32, it seems reasonable to state that a'y is the 
BLUE of - 0^. When any other set of conditions is imposed, differences 
of treatment means no longer yield unbiased estimates of simple differences 
of treatment effects. In this way the conditions imposed on the parameters 
2k 
appear in the estimation of linear functions of the parameters a^. 
The fact that this occurs and needs to be stressed appears in Elston and 
Bush (196b). They make the distinction between what they term 
and A'idz eonditioni, The model they discuss is a two-factor model with 
interaction. In that situation the main-effects certain interactions. 
Conditions imposed on the interaction parameters appear in the estimation 
of main-effects and are therefore termed KZ&tfvLdtlonA. Other conditions 
used in obtaining unique solutions are termed 6/icfg. aondtttoni. When some 
data are missing, the restrictions imposed to obtain unique solutions 
influence the estimation process and therefore determine tests of hypotheses 
that can or cannot be made. As will be demonstrated later, this concept 
is critical to the analysis of any unplanned non-orthogonal experiment, and 
seems to be all but ignored by other authors. 
E. Computational Procedures 
In the past few years several algorithms for analysing general non-
orthogonal experimental designs have appeared. Three of these, Wilkinson 
(1970), Fowlkes (1969) and Bradley (1968) will be examined in some detail. 
1. Wilkinson's algorithm 
Because of the unique nature of this algorithm, more detail is pre­
sented than in those that follow. The procedure itself is recursive in 
nature. Subsets of the parameters are fitted to the model 
(2.35) y = X3 + e , 
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where y is an n x 1 vector of observations, X is an n x p design 
matrix, B is a p x 1 vector of parameters, and e is an n x 1 vector 
of random variables distributed as MV1I(0, a^l). The general approach is 
to partition the matrix X into 
(2.36) X = (X^.XG,...,*^) , 
where X^ is n x p^ and then fit successively, adjusting previous fits 
so that at the k-th stage the solutions are a set of least squares solutions 
for the linear model incorporating X^jXg,... ,Xj^. 
The algorithm can be described briefly as follows. Calculate a least 
squares solution, for the submodel, E[y] = X^g^. Using the residual, 
y - X^G^, calculate the vector Bg, a partial least squares solution to 
the model, y = X^g^ + X^gg. Prom^ 6^ and Bg, calculate the vector 3^ 
^1 
such that the composite vector, g , is a least squares solution to the 
I 2j 
model, y = X^B^ + XgBg* This process can be continued similarly to calcu­
late Bg: B^, etc. in a recursive manner. 
A detailed derivation of the least squares basis for this algorithm 
follows. The basic model can be written as 
(2.37) y = X^B]^ + XgBg + G . 
Assume B^ is any solution to the normal equations, 
(2.38) ^2^lh • 
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The vector 3^ vised by Wilkinson is 
(2.39) *1 = ClXi? . 
where satisfies (X^X^)C^(Xj^Xj^) = X^X^. The residuals can be written 
as 
(2.ko) y - X^g^ = y - XiC^Xjy = (I-M^) y = R^y 
The normal equations for the full model 2.37 are 
(2.Ul) 
% % X'y 
% % CM C
O
.
 
x^y 
These give reduced normal equations for 3g eliminating 3^ as 
(2.42) X^R^Xggg = X^R^y or X^Rp^Xggg = X^Rj^y . 
Let Cg be any conditional inverse of X^^Xg, that is 
(2.43) (X^R^^X2)Cg(X^R^^Xg) = X^R^Xg . 
Then, a solution to equations 2.42 is 
(2.44) 
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This gives fitted values for as 
(2.1+5) ^2.^2^2 ~ ^ 1^2^2 * 
and the least squares predicted values for the full model 2.37 can "be 
written as 
(2.46) y = . 
These predicted values are usually written as 
(2.U7) y = + (l-M^^XgGg 
- x^B^ - M^^Xggg + XgBg 
= Xi(ii - %gg) 4. % 
A least squares solution for 3^ is - C^Xj^XgBgî therefore 
can "be written as 
(2.48) y = X^Bi + XgBg . 
The least squares residuals can be expressed as 
(2.49) y-y = y - - R^XgBg 
= E^y - E^XgBg 
= E^(y - R^XgBg) 
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Substituting expression for 3^ gives 
(2.50) Y-Y = 
= R^SgR^y , 
where Sg = [l-XgC^X^] is Wilkinson's AWeep opznatofL. Notice that 
is not in general idempotent. The recursive nature of the algorithm begins 
to become apparent at this point. The procedure is to obtain the residuals 
^0 = V 
from fitting the first part of the model and then operate on with 
the matrix 
(2.51) Sg = I-XgCgX^, . 
This gives 
(2.52) SGZQ = SGR^^Y = Y - X^3^ - XGGG 
which is termed the vector of appoAznt ^ &6^duat6, which are in general not 
unique. Finally, operate on vector SgR^y with the operator R^. For 
most designs the second operation with R^ can either be deleted or 
simplified when orthogonalities in the design are taken into account. The 
final residuals can be written as 
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(2.53) V = \W 
where Rg is the residual operator for fitting and X^. The process 
can he repeated using Rg in place of R^ and affixing X^g^ to the 
model. 
The next step in the development is to evaluate the sweep operator 
for the k-th stage. That is, consider the linear model 
(2.5U) y = (X^...X ) 
PJ 
+ e 
Assume the matrices 
are known where 
(2.55) 
and 
'\-l 
Sg,... 
®i ^i-l®i®i-l 
s, = I - X.(X:R. ,X.)~X: 1 11 1-1 1 , 1 
for i such that 1 ^  i ^  k-1 < p. The least squares residuals from 
fitting X^,... >Xj^_2 are 
(2.56) \.2 ' 
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The object then is to construct E^, 8^ and and to extend the fit to 
include This is accomplished using the matrix 
(2-5T) \ = \-lW.l 
Where The matrix Qj^ is called the 4>lifUnkag& opeJiatofi 
by Wilkinson. To construct R^, 8^ and 6^ use is made of 
the reduced minimal polynomial of the matrix The reduced minimal 
polynomial p^(x) is defined to be the polynomial of minimal degree with 
the constant term normalized to one such that 
(2.58) Vk^\^ = * 
The nonzero roots of the polynomial p^(x) can be written as 
( —1 —1\ 
^k®l »k®2 'k K ' ' 
The vector 
^k®l'k®2****'k®K^ 
is the vector of distinct nonzero characteristic roots of the matrix 
and the elements are called CfJiJ-tcXencf/ ^axitau by Wilkinson. The reason 
that erçhasis is placed on the reduced minimal polynomial of the matrix 
Qj^ is demonstrated in the following theorem. (The proof is given here 
since it is not in the paper.) 
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Theorem 2.1 Given the notation above, define 
(2.59) q,jj(x) = [1 - Pj^(x)]/x . 
Let ^3^ and C~ be a conditional inverse of X^X^. Then the 
matrix 
(2.60) 5^ = 
is a conditional inverse of A^. 
Proof The theorem will be proved by verifying that 
(2.61) = \ . 
Let 
(2.62) 
= - Pk'Sk'Kk 
= • 
Since = X^ and second term in 
the preceding expression can be written as 
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(2-63) • 
The quantity when multiplied by its transpose gives 
(2.6U) [\.iPk(\)\.i\l [\-iPk(\)\-i\l' 
^ \-lPk^\^\Pk^Sc^\-l 
= (j) . 
Therefore it must follow that 
(2.65) \-A(«'VA = • 
VA = V 
When applying this result there are "basically two situations that 
can arise. 
1. The reduced minimal polynomial p(x) is known. 
2. The reduced minimal polynomial p(x) is not known. 
If p(x) is known from previous experience or can be derived from 
the combinatorics of the design, the problem is simply to evaluate the 
polynomial with the proper argument to obtain the estimates and the 
residuals which are in fact B^y. 
In the second case, which will be the common one, Wilkinson describes 
an adcLptivz or ZexiHyUng mode of the algorithm which constructs the reduced 
minimal polynomial and determines the ofidoji oi baZancz (the degree of the 
reduced minimal polynomial). There are several ways to formulate this 
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process depending upon the particular form chosen for expressing the 
polynomial p^(x). The basic procedure is related to a set of procedures 
described in Faddeev and Faddeeva (1963), Chapter VI. 
The first step is to construct a dimmy vCLfUcUx. 6^. This can be done 
by calculating 
\ = \-i\\ 
where the vector has elements =5^, for Ç some transcendental 
number. Wilkinson states that a suitable rational number will work for 
a con^uter implementation. Let 
(2.67) ZQ = *k 
and define 
(2.68) Tfl = % = Yi • 
Next calculate 
(2.69) - VlVl 
*1 = — 
k 1 
where 
3k 
and 
(2.70) =1 = =0 - \.lVl 
' kVo • 
The above procedures can be repeated giving 
(2.71) Yj = % 
(a.72) Yz = ^ 2 - '21^1 
where 
and 
"21 ' 
(2.73) , e„ = ^2% 
k 2 sizi 
(2.71.) tg = 4- C-^2 
k®2 
(2.75) '2 = A'l = "'l - \-lV2 
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We define recursively as follows: 
(2.76) = Xk'i-l 
(2.77) Yi ' ?! - X 
where 
'1 k'l 
Yi-A^i 
nVi-i • •"il ' 
''12 W2 
:'î'v±-i 
(2.78) k®i " (YiC%Y\)/(z!_2Zi_i) 
(2.79) \ = — % 
k®i 
(2.80) 
^1 = \-i - ®k-iVi 
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Wilkinson states in his paper that the values of are the 
elements of the matrix C^. It is this author's feeling that the above 
must be a misprint, since there does not appear to be any justification 
for the statement as given. If it were the case, the values of b^^^ 
would clearly be independent of the particular dummy variate chosen, 
which contradicts another statement by Wilkinson. The above recursive 
procedure can be repeated until the vector = (j), then K will be the 
order of balance. When the process is repeated using the vector ^y 
in place of 5^, the final vector will be the vector of least squares 
residuals, and a least squares estimate for the vector 6^ will be 
K 
\ \ • 
It should be kept in mind that when the fit is extended to include 
the quantities 
K 
Zo»"-->2K 
j^e^,..., j^ej^ 
tj^ » • • • »tj^ 
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will each take on different values. However all previously calculated 
must be kept available to calculate quantities involving 
The algorithm gives no information concerning degrcou of I'roedom and 
for balanced experiments imposes conditions of the form Z = 0 or 
Z gj = 0. More will be said concerning both of these properties in later 
chapters, as well as what appears to be a slightly simpler form of the 
recursive procedure itself. 
To aid in understanding some of the details of Wilkinson's algorithm 
the following simple incomplete experiment will be analysed using symbolic 
observations y^j instead of actual numeric values. Consider the follow­
ing two-factor experiment from Mexas (1970). Observed treatment combina­
tions are indicated with an X in the following array. 
Factor 
Factor F^ 
(1) (1) (1) (1) 
^1 ^2 ^3 h 
4=) X X 
X X 
X X 
J 2 )  
h  X X 
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The model for one replicate can "be written in matrix form as 
(2.81) 
^11 i" 1 0 0 o" 
^13 1 
10 0 0 
^22 1 0 10 0 
L(i)] 
^1 
V2k 1 0 10 0 
^31 1 
y + 
0 0 10 J i )  
3 
^33 1 0 0 10 
f(l) 
Fk J 
yu2 1 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 
1 0  0  0  
0  0  1 0  
0  1 0  0  
0 0 0 1 
1 0  0  0  
0  0  1 0  
0  1 0  0  
0 0 0 1 
r,(.)i 
J 2 )  
, (2 )  
3 
.(2) 
+ e , 
or equivalently, 
(2 .82)  y = + Xggg + Xggg + e . 
The fit of y to X^}j is quite simple and can easily be seen to 
give 
(2.83) 
(2.8k) \ " ^8 ~ 8 ^ 8 ' 
and 
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(2.85) 
Zq = V = 
^11 - y. 
*13 - y.. 
722 - y. 
ygi* - y.. 
^31 - y. 
*33 - y.. 
yu2 - y.. 
- y.. 
To determine the fit of y to the model 
(2.86) E[y] = X^ii + Xggg + t 
calculate the quantities 
(2.87) = X^Zq 
yii - y.. + yi3 - y 
y22 - y.. + y24 - y 
y3i - y.. + y33 - y 
7k2 - y.. + y i^* - y 
i|0 
(2.88) X^Xg =21^, 
(2.89) c; = ^  , 
and 
(2.90) Mg = XgC'X^ = I XgX^ . 
Since the minimal polynomial of is unknown, the adaptive, form of 
the analysis will be used. Since ~ the efficiency factor e^ is 
1 [(yii-y..) + (yi3-y..)J^ + ... + [(yi^g-y..) + (yi^i^-y..)]\ 
^ (yii-y..)^ + (yig-y..)^ + ... + (y%%-y..)= 
If the variate y represented a dummy variate as specified by (2.66) with 
R = 2, so that y is fitted exactly by Xgiffg for some ij/g, then we would 
have 
(2.92) y^i - y.. = yi3 - y.. » 
^22 - y.. = y24 - y.. » 
ysi-y.. =y33-y.. . 
yits - y.. = yuu - ?.. -
Ui 
Substituting these relationships in expression 2.91 gives 
(2.93) _ 1 2 Z (y - y,,): 
It can be shown that the matrix R^MgR^ = ^  XgX^ - ^  Jg. For as in 
2.8lj the matrix R^M^R^ has unity as its only nonzero characteristic 
value, that value having multiplicity three. The current effects can be 
calculated as 
yi.-y.." 
yg. - y.. 
? 
yg. - y.. 
yu. - y.. 
(2.9k) 
^1 ~ ®1 ^ 2^2^1 ~ 2 ^ 1 
where y^_ denotes the mean over the observations present. The first 
set of apparent residuals can be calculated as 
(2.95) - Xgt^ . 
It can be seen that if the vector y was in fact a dummy variate satisfy­
ing 2.92, the residuals 2.95 would be zero. This would indicate that the 
order of balance is unity and the reduced minimal polynomial of R^MgR^ is 
k2 
(2.96) p(x) = 1 - X . 
Therefore, the effects in 2.9% are the estimates 6^. Since the overall 
mean of the vector is zero for all vectors y, a "reanalysis 
step" applying would he redundant. Prom the form of 2.95 it can he 
seen that Rg has the form 
(2.97) R„ = I - i (J- 0 I)J . 
where Jg denotes the 2x2 matrix with all elements equal to unity and 
0 denotes the Kronecker product. In addition, the quantities 
(2.98) X.X3 = 2 
(2.99) c;=& 1» 
can he evaluated, where denotes a conditional inverse (in this case 
the inverse) of X^X^. It then follows that has the value 
(2.100) R2M3R2 = t A 8 B , 
where A = 
1 -1 
-1 1 
and B = 
10 10 
0  1 0  1  
10 10 
0  1 0  1  
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This implies that has characteristic values 1 and 0 with 
multiplicities 2 and 6, respectively. Therefore, the order of "balance 
is 1 and e^ is unity. The vector of current effects is gg and has 
the value 
(2.101) y.i - y.3 
y.2 - y.ii 
y.3 - y.i 
y.4 - y.2 
The order of balance and e^ could also have been determined using 
the properties of a dummy variate as was done for the vector From 
the forms of the operator Rg and vector 
(2.102) Zg = Zg - Xggg , 
it can be shown that no adjustments of the vectors y and 3g are 
necessary. Therefore, the vectors y, gg and 3^ a set of least 
squares estimators. The final residuals are 
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^11 ~ ^ 13 y33 " ^31 
^13 ~ ^ 11 ^31 ~ ^ 33 
^22 " ^24 ^  ^44 ~ ^ 42 
724 - ^ 22 ^42 ~ ^ 44 
^31 ~ ^ 33 ^13 ~ ^ 11 
^33 - ^ 31 + ^ 11 - ^ 13 
^42 ~ y44 ^24 ~ ^ 22 
3^44 - y42 ^22 " ^24 
It is clear that the elements of the vector gg satisfy one linear 
/\ 
constraint and that the elements of the vector 3^ satisfy two linear 
constraints. 
Perhaps the most serious drawback of this procedure is that it gives 
no information concerning degrees of freedom. The degrees of freedom can 
be determined from the multiplicities of the characteristic values intro­
duced in the analysis. However, these multiplicities are not calculated 
by the algorithm. In addition, complex questions concerning estimable 
functions are ignored. More will be said concerning this algorithm and 
the above experiment in subsequent chapters. 
2. Fowlkes' algorithm 
The algorithm described by Fowlkes (1969) has essentially two aspects, 
model specification and computational procedure. The model is specified by 
means of the operational relations OR ( + ), CROSS. (*) and WEST (•^) among 
(2.103) 
=3 = ? 
U5 
the experimental factors. These relations permit a more compact model 
specification in some cases. For example, when the OR operator + is used, 
only those factors appearing are present in the analysis. When the CROSS 
operator * is used, the terms present in addition to all of their inter­
actions appear in the analysis. 
The computations are carried out by a series of operators CODE, ROW, 
MOVEL, SCP, PATTER, VECOMP, SblP, and BAKSOL, The approach used to calculate 
the quantities involved in the analysis of variance is multiple linear 
regression. The above operators, designed to uncover linear relationships 
in singular matrices when they occur, are used in the computational steps 
of linear regression. 
The operator CODE reparameterizes a vector corresponding to a level 
of one of the factors, either using 2 = 0 or a relationship specified 
"by the user. Other singularities are uncovered later in the process. 
The second operator ROW produces, from the operator ROW and the model, an 
actual row of the reparameterized model matrix. For example, HOW gener­
ates the interaction columns when interactions are specified in the model. 
The operator MODEL scans the model statement, validates the use of the 
operators +, * and and converts the model into a more usable form. 
The remaining operators form the coefficient matrix of the normal 
equations and solve for the parameters. SCP forms the coefficient matrix 
of the normal equations, say Z'Z. The operator PATTER searches Z'Z for 
"block diagonal patterns and interchanges rows and columns if necessary. 
SWP performs one step in the Gauss elimination method for inverting a 
matrix. DECOMP performs an orthogonal decomposition of a matrix. For 
U6 
example, the matrix R is decomposed into 
R = (R^^RG) 
where R^ is of full rank and has the same rank as R. In some cases 
Rg may be null or not present. The last operator BAKSOL performs a back 
substitution in the triangular matrix generated by the Gauss elimination 
process to obtain the solutions. These operators also exist in versions 
appropriate for working on block diagonal matrices instead of entire 
matrices. 
Aliased affects are indicated on the output by specifying the co­
efficients in the linear relationship. It is still not clear what is to 
be done with these relationships. If several effects are aliased the 
problem still remains of determining whether or not they are linearly 
independent. 
3. Bradley's algorithm 
Bradley (1968) describes an algorithm for finding a set of basis 
vectors for C|X), where X denotes the model matrix for the linear model 
y = X3 + e . 
Arbitrary data structures are classified into four broad classes depending 
upon the presence of missing cells and whether or not the model is a "full 
model," i.e. a full factorial model with all interactions present. The 
four classes are: 
HT 
Class I. No empty cells; full model. 
Class II. No empty cells; reduced model, i.e. some 
interaction parameters are not present. 
Class III. Some empty cells; full model. 
Class IV. Some empty cells; reduced model. 
A set of rules is defined which partitions X (with perhaps some 
reordering) into 
X = (X^.XG) , 
where X^ is of full column rank and has the same rank as X. For the 
most general class (Class IV), a matrix W* is formed which generates a 
matrix W. This in turn is used to construct a matrix Z from which X^ 
can he generated. Symbolically, 
W* -)• W -»• Z -»• X  ^ . 
For all of the above classes one begins with only the distinct rows 
of the matrix X. Let this matrix be called Z. The matrix Z is 
considered because its rank is equal to the rank of X. An example best 
illustrates this procedure. Consider the experimental arrangement below. 
\ \ "3 "1. "5 
X X X 
^2 X 
^3 X 
% X X 
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An X indicates that an observation was taken at a given level. The 
model will he a simple two way factorial with no interaction 
rijk = w + «1 + + =ijk • 
The distinct rows of the matrix X are displayed below. 
Table 2.1. The distinct rows of Z. 
y 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
.1 
1 
1 
a. % 
1 
1 
H ^5 
The first rule is to delete the coliimn corresponding to for some 
i and 3. for some j. This accomplishes one of the standard reparameter-
0 
izations, and produces the matrix W below (where i = j = l). 
Table 2.2. The matrix W. 
kg 
ij y % ^2 ^3 S 
11 1 
13 1 1 
l4 1 1 
25 1 1 1 
32 1 1 1 
hi 1 1 
hk 1 1 1 
For some models the above operations would be sufficient to generate an 
independent set of basis vectors for C(X). However, since singularities 
are still present the next rule is applied to W. For the most general 
class of experiments this rule produces the matrix W* as follows. Reorder 
the rows of W so that the number of ones in each row does not decrease 
as one moves from top to bottom. For our example this gives W* as in 
Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3. The matrix W*. 
ij y «2 
"s % ^2 S S 
11 1 
13 1 1 
lU 1 1 
Ul 1 1 
25 1 1 1 
32 1 1 1 
kk 1 1 1 
The next rule which Bradley calls a "marking rule" is as follows. Mark 
(with an asterisk) the uppermost nonzero element in each column subject to 
the condition that no row can be marked more than once. Take in turn each 
column that has no marked element; eliminate elements by adding or sub­
tracting marked columns until the uppermost element appears in an unmarked 
row, in which case it is marked, or until all elements in the column are 
zero. The initial marking gives the matrix below. 
1* 0 0 0 0 G G 0 
1 0 0 G 0 1* G G 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1* G 
1 G 0 1* G G G 0 
1 1* 0 0 G G G 1 
1 0 1* 0 1 G G G 
1 G 0 1 G G 1 G 
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The "elimination" part of the marking rule gives the matrix 
1* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 1* 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1* 0 
1 0 0 1* 0 0 0 0 
1 1* 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1* 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Applying the same operations to the columns of the matrix X gives an 
independent set of "basis vectors for C(X). 
The most serious deficiency of this procedure is that the elimination 
process described by Bradley in the "marking rule" is not concise enough 
to be programmed in general on a computer. Another shortcoming is that 
after the elimination process the columns of the X matrix have been 
added and subtracted from one another and it is no longer clear what func­
tions of the parameters are being estimated. 
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III. IMPOSING ESTIMABLE CONDITIONS 
The reparameterizing process discussed in Chapter II involved imposing 
none^ tmabZe. condctcoyU on the parameters. In the following chapters it 
will be necessary, from time to time, to impose conditions on 
models (or submodels). However, this chapter really serves two purposes: 
first to derive some important results to be used later, and second to 
acquaint the reader with some basic procedures that are used throughout 
this dissertation. Some of these results appear also in Zyskind, Kempthorne 
et al. (196b). 
A. Least Squares Derivation 
Consider the linear model, 
(3.1) y = X3 + e , 
where y is an n x 1 vector of observations, X is an n x p matrix of 
known constants, g is a p x 1 vector of parameters to be estimated, and 
e is an n x 1 vector of random variables with mean zero and variance 
a^I. 
To obtain a least squares estimate for g subject to the estimable 
conditions 
(3.2) U3 = c , 
where u is q x p matrix of known constants and c is a q x 1 vector 
of known constants, we use Lagrange multipliers and minimize 
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(3.3) S' = ! (?! - Ç • 2 5 
1  j  * « 0  
= (y - xe)'(y - X3) + 2(U3 - c)'p . 
Taking derivatives and equating them to zero gives 
(3-k) i II: = -? (fi - : XijBjiXit + ? (t ' ^'2 P)' 
t i J *> 
These derivatives give the normal equations, 
(3.5) X'Xg = X'y - U'p . 
Since the conditions in Equation 3.2 are estimable, there exists 
matrix W such that 
(3.6) U = WX 
Therefore, we can write the normal equations 3.5 as 
(3.7) X'Xe = X'(y - W'p) . 
These are now "normal" type equations and hence, admit solutions. A 
of solutions is 
(3.8) 6 = (X'X)"X'(y - W'p) , 
5h  
where (X'X)~ is any conditional inverse of X'X, i.e. X'X(X'X) X'X = X'X. 
A ^ 
To determine p such that UB = c, we substitute p in equation 
3.2. 
(3.9) up = U(X'X)~X'(y - W'p) = WX(X'X)"X'(y - W'p) 
= WM^(y - W'p) = c , 
where denotes X(X'X)~X*, the orthogonal projection operator on C|X). 
Since the equations 3.2 are consistent we can write U$ = c = WXg^ for 
some vector 3^. This gives equations 3.9 as 
(3.10) WM^W'p = WM^(y - Xg^). 
The only condition for choosing the matrix W is that it r.atisfy U = WX. 
It will also be assumed that W = ZX' for some matrix Z. Such a W 
always exists because U = WX can be written as U = WM^X = WX(X'X) X'X. 
Then a new matrix W can be chosen to be WX(X'X)""X'. It also follows 
from the conjugate normal equations that such a W exists. Since WM^ = 
ZX'M^ = ZX' = W, equations 3.10 can be written as 
(3.11) WW'p = W(y - XB^) . 
These are also "normal" type equations and always admit solutions. One set 
of solutions is 
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(3.12) p = (W )"W(y - xe^) . 
Therefore, we can write the normal equations 3.7 as 
(3.13) X'Xe = X'[y - W'(WW')"W(y - Xe^)] 
or 
X'Xg = X'[y - M^(y - Xg^)] » 
where M is the orthogonal projection operator on C(W'). This implies 
w 
that a set of solutions is 
(3.14) 3 = (X'X)"X'[y - M^(y - Xg^)] , 
and the corresponding predicted values are 
(3.15) y = X3 = M^[y - M^(y - Xg^)] . 
Since W = ZX* for some matrix Z, M has the form XZ'(ZX'XZ') ZX*. 
w 
And since MX = X, it follows that MM = M M = M , which implies that 
X X \T 
the predicted values can he written as 
(3.16) y = XB = M^ - M^(y - Xg^). 
It should he mentioned that although the vector 3^ is not necessarily 
unique, the quantity M^X3^ is unique. Therefore, the vector y - X3^ may 
vary depending on the particular choice of 3^» but the vector M^(y - XB^) 
will be independent of the choice of 3^. 
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B. Degrees of Freedom, Sums of Squares, 
and Tests of Hypotheses 
The minimum sum of squares can "be written as: 
(3.IT) Q* = (y - XB)'(y - X§) 
= (y - - M^(y- X6g))'(y - - M^(y - Xg^)) 
= y'y - y'M^ + (y - X3^)' M^(y - xg^) 
= y'(l - M^)y + (y - XB^)' M^(y - Xg^) . 
If we assume that the vector of random variables e mentioned 
previously is distributed as multivariate normal with mean zero and vari­
ance a^I, the two quadratic forms y'(l - M^)y and (y - X3^)'M^(y - Xg^) 
have chi-square distributions with the parameters listed below. 
Table 3.1. Parameters of quadratic forms. 
Quadratic form d.f. Non-centrality parameter 
y'(l - M^)y rank (I - M^) ^E(y')(l - M^)E(y) 
(y - Xg^)'M (y - X3^) rank (M ) ~ E(y - Xg^)'M[ E(y - XB^) 
O w O  w  c  O w  O  
Since (I - M^)M^ = <|), the two quadratic forms are independent, and 
under the null hypothesis that y = Xg and Ug = e',', both are central 
chi-squares. 
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C. The Variance of Linearly Estimable Functions 
Suppose we wish to estimate X'0 where X is a vector in the row 
space of X, i.e. there exists a vector a. such that X = X'a. The vari­
ance of X'B can be written as 
(3.18) Var[X'3] = Var[X'(X'X)"X'(y - M^(y - Xg^))] . 
Since Xg^ is a constant, 
(3.19) Var[X'6] = Var[X'(X'X)"X'(l - M^)y] 
= a2X'(X'X)"X'(l - M )X(X'X)"X 
w 
= M^(l - M^)M^a 
= a^a'(M^ - M^)a . 
Clearly if a is a vector in the column space of W, then Var[X'3] = 0. 
If a is a vector orthogonal to W, then Var[X'3] = and since 
a = Xy for some vector y> then 
(3.20) Var[X'3] = o^y'X'Xy = a^a'a . 
Since M^X = X, Equation 3.19 can be written as 
(3.21) Var[X'B] = aV[l - M 3a 
w 
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D. The Special Case When c = 0 
For the special case when c = 0, which will "be of interest later, the 
following relationships hold. 
The normal equations are 
(3.22) X'XG = X'(I - , 
and a set of solutions is 
(3.23) 3 = (X'X)~X'(I - M^)Y 
The predicted values are 
(3.2U) y = Xg = (M^ - M^)y , 
which implies that the residuals are 
(3.25) y-y = (I - + M^)y ; 
and the minimum sum of squares is 
(3.26) Q* = y'y - y'M^ + y'M^ 
These results will be used to prove the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.1 Let and he n x and n x pg matrices. 
Define 
M. 1 = . «1 ' : - "i 
and 
MG = , RG = I - MG 
Assume also that there exists a matrix Z such that Xg = X^Z. Then a 
solution 3 to the set of equations 
(3.27) ^iVl^ = XpgY 
can be found by imposing the estimable conditions 
(3.28) X^X^3 = <j) 
on the model 
(3.29) y = X^B + e . 
Proof It will be sufficient to show that a set of solutions 3 
obtained by ingosing the estimable conditions 3.28 on the model 3.29 
satisfies the equations 3.27. Let 3 be of the form 
(3.30) 3 = (X^X^)"Xpgy . 
6o 
From expression 3.23 it follows that 3 is a least squares solution to 
model 3.29 and also satisfies conditions 3.28. The left-hand side of 
equation 3.27 becomes 
(3.31) = Xj_(l - M2)x^(xp^)~xj^(l - Mg)y 
= Xj^d - - Mg)y . 
Since = M^Mg, it follows that 
(3.32) (I _ - MG). 
Thus, 3.31 can be written as 
(3.33) XpgX^a = X^M^d - M2)(I - M2)y . 
Because Rg is idempotent and X^M^ = X^, then 
= W • 
The equivalence established by this theorem will be a useful tool in 
later material. 
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IV. PARTITIONED MODELS 
Consider the linear model y = X3 + e written in the following form 
(U.l) y = E X 3. + E , 
i=l ^ 1 
where each matrix is n x and each vector of parameters has length 
p^. Alternatively, we can write 
(U.2) y = (X^...X ) + e 
A linear model written in the above form will be referred to as a 
paAtLtione.d tlnzaJi modeJi. The normal equations which must be solved to 
obtain least squares estimates for the parameters have the following form 
{U.3) 
%i%l Xl%2'''Xl%p 
X^Xi X^Xg-.-X^X 
V 
«2 
= 
X^ 
1
 
•
 
QÛ
.
 
V 
This type of model forms the basis for the analysis of linear classifica-
tory models. 
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In this chapter ve examine in detail the estimation and analysis of a 
partitioned model with two partitions. No assumptions are made concerning 
the rank of the model or relationships "between and Xg. A decomposi­
tion theorem is established which is useful for examining estimable func­
tions and tests of hypothesis. The notation and some of the preliminary 
derivations closely follow that of Zyskind, Kempthorne, et al. (1964). 
A. The Linear Model With Two Partitions 
In the case p = 2, the partitioned linear model is 
(h.k) y = X^g^ + Xggg + e . 
The corresponding normal equations are 
(U.5) % 
% 
% 
% 
pi 
<M X^ 
To solve these equations we first write them as the two equations 
(4.6) X^X^Gi + X^Xggg = X|y 
(U.7) x^x^e^ + X^Xggg = X^ . 
Multiplying the first equation by -X^X^(X^X^)" and adding the result to 
the second equation gives the A&daced nofimaJL equations for Bg, zZiminating 
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(4.8) X^[I - X^(Xpj^)"X|]X2e2 = X^[I - Xj^(X|X^rX^]y 
And letting = I - x^(xp^)~xj^, we have 
(4.9) X^RlXgBg = X^R^y . 
Since R^ is symmetric and idempotent, these are "normal" type equations 
and always admit solutions 
from equation 4.6 we have 
. 
. Let Bg he a solution to equations 4.9, then 
(4.10) 
The composite vector 
§1 = (Xp^)-Xj^(y - Xggg) 
forms a solution to equation 4.5. 
B. Estimability 
For a model matrix X consisting of only one partition, a linear 
function of the parameters X'B is estimable if and only if X' belongs 
to the row space of X. For a model with two partitions, the linear 
function 
(4.11) 
is estimable if and only if (^jXg) belongs to the row space of (X^jXg), 
or equivalently, the column space of 
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(It.12) % 
X'Xi 
% 
% 
To determine linearly estimable functions we need to know the forms of 
and Xg for which the fol] 
e.quatLoyUi, are consistent. 
lowing equations, called conjugate: wo-tmoC 
(4.13) xpi % V 
% % ®2 ^2 
The first case to examine is that of Xg = 0. That is, what linear 
functions of 3^ alone are estimable? Solving for ©g in terms of 0^ 
gives 
(H.lU) Gg = -(X^Xg)"X^X^0^ . 
Substituting this result in the first set of equations in U.13 gives 
(4.15) ^Fl®l + X{Xg(X^X2)"%2%l®l = ' 
Letting Xg(X^Xg)"x^ = Mg and (l - Mg) = Eg, 4.15 becomes 
(4.16) ^i^2^l®l = • 
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These equations are consistent and admit solutions if and only if is 
a vector in the column space of or equivalently, in the row space 
of Using the same type of argument, a linear function of the 
parameters alone is estimable if and only if Ag is a vector in the 
row space of R^^Xg. 
We have thus far established necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the estimability of linear functions of each set of parameters 3^ or 3g 
alone. This can he stated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1 Given the partitioned linear model 
y = + Xg3g + e , 
a linear function of the parameters of the form 
X'3 = (Xj.O) 
is estimable if and only if is a linear combination of the rows of 
RgX^. Similarly, a linear function of the parameters of the form 
X'3 = (O.Xp 
3. 
is estimable if and only if X^ is a linear combination of the rows of 
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Rince C(X^RgX^) = R(RgX^), it follows that if the function 
(4.17) 
is estimable, then 
(4.18) Xi - XjBg^lPl 
for some vector p^. Equations U.l8 will be called the. reduced conjugate. 
yioAmai equ/itioné j^ oA 3^ eZÂMinating In other words the vector 
can be written 
(4.19) = % ' 
where e C(RgX^). Similarly, if the function 
(4.20) (*,%&) 
is estimable, then 
(4.21) 
^2 ^2^2 ' 
where Hg E C(R^Xg). It is well known that if the linear function of the 
observations a'y is BLUE for X'3, then there is some p such that 
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(4.22) X = x'xp = x'a . 
Since = <p, the conjugate normal equations for a linear function of 
alone can be written 
(4.23) 
% 
% 
% 
% 
®1 4 
®2 4) % 
Rg^iPi 
From this it follows that any linear function of the observations d'y 
with a £ C (RgX^) is BLUE for an estimable function of 3^ alone. 
Similarly, any linear function of the observations 6'y with 6 e C(R^Xg) 
is BLUE for an estimable function of gg alone. 
Thus we have developed characterizations of BLUE's of estimable func­
tions of alone and BLUE's of estimable functions of 3^ alone. The 
next question would seem to be, "Can there be a linear function of the 
observations, d'y, that is BLUE for an estimable function + XgBg, 
with a f. C(R^Xg) and a 4 CfR^X^)?" The answer to this question can be 
established by examining the conjugate normal equation 4.13. These equa­
tions are consistent for any and Xg where X^ = X^p and Xg = X^p. 
Assume p satisfies the following 
(4.24) p = X^rii ^ ^2^2 
for some vectors and 
BLUE for its expectation. 
rig. Clearly p e C(X^,Xg), and therefore p'y 
Since p'R^Xg = p'RgX^ = (j), we have p (f C(R^Xg) 
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p t C(RgX^). Therefore, a linear function of the observations p'y, with 
p i. ClR^Xg) and p t C (RgX^), exists that is BLUE for an estimable func­
tion + HgGg whenever C(X^) A C{X^) # 4). 
It can be shown in the following theorem that the three spaces, 
CfRgX^), ClR^Xg), and C{X^) 0 C(Xg) characterize the BLUE's of all esti­
mable functions. 
Theorem 4.2 Any nonzero vector CL contained in C(X^,Xg), i.e. 
a = X^ri^ * ^2^2* the unique decomposition 
(It.25) a = RgX^p^ + R^XgPg + 2 , 
where z e C(X^) O CfXg), i.e. z = X^G^ = X^Gg. In other words any linear 
function of the observations d'y that is BLUE for its expectation can be 
decomposed uniquely into the sum of a function that is BLUE for an estima­
ble function of 3^ alone, a function that is BLUE for an estimable func­
tion of $2 alone, and a function that is BLUE for an estimable function 
in both 3^ and 3g that cannot be further decomposed. 
Proof To establish the existence of such a deconçosition it will 
be shown that 
i) The three vector spaces C(RgX^), C(R^Xg), and the intersection 
of C(X^) and C(Xg) are disjoint. 
ii) The span of these three spaces is a subset of C(X^^Xg). 
iii) The sum of the dimensions of the three spaces is equal to the 
dimension of ClX^^Xg). 
For notational convenience let the n x n matrix M denote the orthogonal 
projection operator on the intersection of C(X^) and C(Xg). 
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I 
i) Since any vector in C|M) can be written as = X^rig for 
some and Tig* it is clear that M is orthogonal to both RgX^ and 
E^Xg. Suppose that there exists a nonzero vector a in both spaces 
C(RgX^) and ClR^X^l, then 
a'a = nppgRgX^rij^ = npj^RgX^n^^ 
" ^2^2^1^1^1 ~ ° " 
Therefore, a must be the zero vector; and the three spaces, ClR^X^), 
ClR^Xg), and C(M), must be disjoint. 
ii) It can be seen from the definition of RgX^, R^Xg and M that 
any vector made up of a linear combination of the columns of these three 
matrices has the form X^n^ + XgHg. Therefore, the space of all such 
linear combinations must form a subspace of C(X^,Xg). 
iii) Let q be the dimension of C(X^,Xg), denoted by dimLClX^jX^)], 
similarly define = dim[C(X^J], q^ = dim[C(Xg) ], and q^g = dira[C{M)]. 
Let the columns of the matrix OQ be linearly independent and form a 
basis for C{M). Let 0^ be an extension of this basis so that (0^,0^) 
forms a basis for C(X^). Clearly 0^ has q^g columns and 0^ has 
^1 ~ *^12 consider RgtOi^Og) = ^2^^^'^^' Since (0^,0^) 
forms a basis for C|x^), there exist matrices B and D such that 
(O J^OQ) = X^B and (0^ ,0Q)D = X^. Therefore, any vector in C(RgX^) can 
be written as RgX^ ^  = Rg(0^,0^)011^ for some vector ri^. It follows 
from the definition of matrix B that any vector in C(Rg(0^,0Q)) can 
also be written as RgX^p^^ for some vector p^. Hence, the matrix 
Rg(Oi,Oo) forms a basis for C(RgX^). 
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It can be shown by contradiction that the columim of 
are linearly independent. Assume they are not linearly independent; then 
there exists a nonzero vector n such that 
RgO^n = * . 
This implies that 
O^n = MgO^n . 
Since the columns of 0^ are linearly independent, the vector O^n is 
nonzero and is contained in the column space of X^. This implies that 
O^n is in both C(X^) and CfXg) which is impossible because of the 
construction of 0^. Therefore, we have a basis for ClR^X^) consisting 
of q^ - q^2 linearly independent columns, and dimLClR^X^)] = q^ - q^g. 
By a similar argument it can be shown that dim[C(R^Xg)] = q^ - q^g. 
Therefore, 
dimCClRgX^)] + dim[C(R^Xg)] + dim[C(M)] 
= - *12 + - %12 + %12 = + qg - 1l2 
= dimtCIXj^iXjIl . 
The fact that the decomposition is unique for any estimable function 
H^l ^  ^2^2 from the fact that the three spaces are disjoint and 
the original vector a is unique. 
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It is worth noting that the above decomposition is only u partitioning 
of the utmcution .Apace. In order to specify the total decomposition of 
any n x 1 vector a, the zfUioH. Apace, must also he included. That is, any 
n X 1 vector a can be written as 
a = 0^ + Og > 
where e ClX^jX^) and E C^jX^;Xg), then can be further decom­
posed as in Theorem h . 2 .  
Another description of the decomposition can be given in terms of 
null spaces. The null space of a matrix A is defined to be the set of 
all vectors x such that Ax = (|). Clearly, from the definition of the 
orthogonal complement, the W{A) is the same as C (A') • Therefore the 
fxji ^ 
error space is N • The space of all vectors a such that a'y is 
I 2J 
BLUE for an estimable function in alone is MlX^inClX^jX^j. Similarly 
the space of BLUE's of estimable functions of gg is N(X^) H C(X^,Xg). 
The four spaces in the total decomposition are: 
(U.26) W{X^) n  C(X ,X ): BLUE' s  of estimable 
functions of alone, 
N(X^) D C(X^,Xg): BLUE' s  of estimable 
functions of gg alone, 
C(X^) n  CfXg) : BLUE's  of estimable functions 
of both 3^ and gg, and 
N error space. 
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Theorem k . 2  establishes a decomposition of the column space of X 
into disjoint and sometimes orthogonal subspaces. Each subspace represents 
a set of BLUE's for estimable functions of the parameters. The correspond­
ing deconçosition of the space of vectors X such that is estimable 
can be similarly decomposed by examining the following expectations: 
EEXpgy] = X^RgVl *^2 
E[X^R^y] = (i)B^ + 
E[Z'y] = Z'X^g^ + Z'XgGg, 
where Z is any basis for the intersection of C(X^) and ClXg). 
By letting Z = M, the row space of (X^,Xg) can be decomposed into 
the following subspaces: 
RlXjRgCx^.Xg)) = RlX^RgXi,*) 
R(X^B^(X^,Xg)) = RlOiX^R^Xg) 
RlMCXi.Xg)) = R(MX]^,MXg) , 
where <}) is the null matrix of the appropriate sizes. The above row spaces 
characterize the vectors X such that X'3 is estimable. From the dimen­
sion argument in the proof of Theorem k.2, it follows that 
dim[R(Xj^RgX^,(|))] = , 
dim[R((|),X^R^Xg) ] = qg - q^g , 
dim[R(MX^,MXg)] = q^g . 
Hence partitioning C(X) induces a similar partition on R(X). 
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Vectors contained in R(MX^,MXg) have a particularly unique interpre­
tation in most experimental studies. They characterize the confounding in 
an experiment. This can he stated more concisely in the following 
definitions. 
Definition (Complete Confounding); The functions and 
are said to be compZ&t&Z^ con^oundzd if the BLUE, &'y, of their sum 
H^l ^  ^2^2 exists such that a. e C(x^) A ClXg). 
Definition (Separably Estimable); The function + XgPg is said 
to be &zpaMhly &&timabte if is estimable and its BLUE, a'y, 
is such that d can be written nontrivially as the sum of two vectors 
* = *1 * *2 
with e C{X^) H ClXg) and ^ C(x^) fl CfXg). 
The term is derived from the fact that the vector a, when 
a'y is BLUE for the completely confounded effect can be 
represented as 
a = X^n^ 
or 
a = XgTig 
for some vectors and Tig. That is, the vector a has two distinct 
"names." However, caution should be exercised when using the term alias­
ing for the functions Xjg^ and X^Pg. The function a'y is not BLUE 
for a function of 3^^ Ofi a function of $g. The function a'y is BLUE 
for the 6urn X^&^ + Xggg. 
Ih  
C. Estimation In Oubinodulo 
Some relationships between estimation using the full model and esti­
mation using submodels will now be explored. Consider the linear models: 
(4.27) Model (1) y = + XgGg + 
Model (2) y = + Eg 
Model (3) y = XgGg ^3 
where e^. Eg, e^ are vectors of independently distributed random vari­
ables with zero means and constant variances, a^, a^, Oy Using this 
notation the following simple theorems can be established. 
Theorem 4.3 The set of estimable functions that are esti­
mable with Model (l) form a subset of those estimable with Model (2). 
Proof If X'3n is estimable with Model (l), there exists a vector 
— J_ _J_ 
A such that = a'R^X^. This clearly implies that is in R(X^), 
and therefore is estimable with Model (2). 
Theorem 4.U If the function a'y is BLUE for its expectation 
with Model (2), then the function a'Rgy is BLUE for its expectation with 
Model (l). 
Proof The function a'y being BLUE for its expectation under 
Model (2) implies that there exists a vector such that a = X^p^. 
Therefore, B.^a = R^X^p^ which is sufficient for a'R^y to be BLUE for 
its expectation under Model (l). 
Theorem 4.5 The BLUE's of estimable functions of 3^ alone with 
Model (l) are also BLUE's of estimable functions of 3^ with Model (2) if 
and only if C(X^) forms an invariant subspace of the matrix Rg. 
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Proof Assume C(X^) forms an invariant subspace of Eg, i.e. for 
any vector a contained in C(X^), Rgd is also contained in C{X^). 
Since any vector a contained in ClRgX^) can be written as Rgb where 
b is contained in C(X^), the vector a must also be contained in C (X^). 
This implies that a'y is BLUE for its expectation with Model (2). 
Now assume that BLUE's of estimable functions of 3^ alone with 
Model (l) are also BLUE's of estimable functions with Model (2). Let a.'y 
be BLUE for its expectation with Model (2). Then by Theorem a'Rgy 
is BLUE for its expectation with Model (l). Since, by assumption, a'Rgy 
is also BLUE of its expectation with Model (2), it follows that Rgfl. e 
C (X^). Therefore, it has been demonstrated that for an arbitrary vector 
a. e C(X^), the vector RgO. is also contained in C(X^), which is the 
definition of invariance. 
Theorem h . 6  A  subset of the BLUE's of estimable functions of 
alone with Model (l) is also a subset of the BLUE's of estimable functions 
with Model (2) if and only if a subspace of C(X^) forms an invariant 
subspace of the matrix Rg. 
Proof The proof is identical to that of the previous theorem. 
Theorem U.T If a'y is BLUE for with Model (2) and a'y 
is also BLUE for vith Model (3), then a'y is BLUE for + 
X^Bg with Model (1). 
Proof a'y BLUE for with Model (2) implies a. = X^p^ for 
some vector p^. Similarly, there exists a vector Pg such that 
a. = XgPg. These two conditions inçly that a is a vector in the inter­
section of C(X^) and C(Xg) and is therefore BLUE for its expectation. 
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Theorem 4.8 If the linear function + XJ!>3« is estimable with 
Model (l), then is estimable with Model (2) and X^Gg is estimable 
with Model (3). 
Proof Let a be such that a'y is BLUE for X^6^ + X^Gg. Then 
E^[a'y] = a'XiBi + a'XgGg , 
EgLa'y] = , 
and 
= a'XgBg , 
where the subscript on the expectation indicates the model used. From the 
above expectations it follows that X^ e R(X^) and X^ e RfXg). 
The results of Theorem U.5 suggest a correspondence between that 
theorem and the results of Zyskind (1967) concerning the equality of best 
and single least squares estimators. If C(X^) is contained in ClRg), 
then the reduced normal equations for eliminating Bg» 
(U.28) XpgX^B^ = X^Rgy , 
can be thought of as general normal equations for fitting the model 
(U.29) Rgy = z = X^Bj^ + e , 
where e has variance covariance matrix a^Rg. Since the generalized 
inverse of Rg is equal to Rg, Corollary 1.1 of Zyskind and Martin (1969) 
implies that with the conditions above, possible normal equations are 
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equations 4.28. Therefore, the following conditions from Zyskind (1967) 
establish the equivalence between BLUE's of estimable functions of 
alone with Model (l) and BLUE's of estimable functions of with Model 
( 2 ) .  
i) A subset of q^ eigenvectors of exists forming a basis 
for C(X^), where q^ = rank(X^). 
ii) A full rank reparametrization exists so that E(y) = = W0, 
where the columns of the n x q^ matrix are mutually orthogonal eigen­
vectors of Rg. 
iii) The matrix Eg is expressible in the form 
Rg -• (0{,0%)D 
°1 
°0 
where the matrix 0' = (O^yOg) is orthogonal and is any orthonormal 
basis of X^, 0^ is any orthonormal basis of the orthogonal complement of 
the column space of X^, and D is any diagonal matrix with nonnegative 
elements. 
iv) The matrix Eg can be diagonalized by an orthogonal matrix 
specified in iii). 
v) If M^ denotes the orthogonal matrix projection operator on the 
column space of X^, then Rgf^ = M^Rg is a relation which holds if and 
only if RgM^ is symmetric. 
vi) A matrix Q exists which satisfies the relation RgX^ = X^Q. 
Relationships similar to those above exist establishing the same 
correspondences between Model (l) and Model (3). 
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D. Decomposition of Sums of Squares 
Thus far we have developed a decomposition of estimable functions and 
their corresponding BLUE's. Since we can only test hypotheses concerning 
functions that are estimable, it seems reasonable now to pursue possible 
partitions of the regression sum of squares from fitting the partitioned 
linear model. 
The regression sum of squares can be written as 
(U.30) SS(Regression) = 3'X'X3 
or according to our partition, 
(4.31) SS(Eegression) = 
xpi % 'K 
% % 
%Bl + 
Also, since X'XP = X'y , 
(U.32) SS( Regress ion) = B]^X^y + BgX^y • 
Since the projection operators M, and Mg are used considerably 
in the next few sections, we will prove the following two theorems. 
Theorem U.9 Let M denote the orthogonal projection operator on 
C(X^) O C(Xg). Then the matrix expression 
= M 
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holds if and only if 
% = «^2 
or 
% = ^ 1 • 
Proof Assume M^Mg = = M. Since and Xg = M^X^, 
MgX^ = MgM^X^ = MX^ 
and 
= M^MGXG = MXG . 
Assume M^X^ = MX^ or M^Xg = MXg. Postmultiplying the first expression 
by (X'X^rXj^ gives 
MGM  ^ = M . 
Postmultiplying the second expression by (X^X^fX^ gives 
M^MG = M . 
Theorem U.IO The matrix X^(l - M)Xg is the zero matrix if and 
only if M^Mg = MgM^ = M. 
Proof Assume M^Mg = = M. Since X^ = M^X^ and Xg = MgXg, 
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X^(I — m)X_ = 
- MjMgXg 
= Xj^(M^Mg - MjXg 
= X^(M - MjXg 
= 4» . 
Assume X^(l - M)Xg = (j), then premultiplying this expression by 
X^(X^X^)~ and postmultiplying by (X^XgFx^ gives 
M^(I - M)Mg = - M = «f) . 
Therefore, since M is symmetric, 
M^Mg = M = MgM^ . 
Now consider the following decomposition. 
(4.33) SS(Regression) = X.MX3_ 
X'M X^ 
X[M Xg 
X^M Xg 
+ (Bi,Bg) X^(I - M)X^ X^(I - M)Xg 
X^(I - M)X^ X^(I - M)Xg 
11 
k 
From 4.32, it is clear that the two terms of the above decomposition can 
also be written as 
i h . S k )  y'M(x^3^ + Xg3g) + y'(i - M)(Xi6i + XgGg) 
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The first term gives 
(U.35) y'M(X^ê^ + Xgpg) = y'M + X^gg) 
= y'M x^(x£x^)~x|(x^§^ + Xggg) . 
Since •*• = %!?' 
y'M(X^0^ + XgBg) = y'M M^y 
= y'M y . 
This can be thought of as the sum of squares removed by the completely 
confounded effects. Since the spaces CfRgX^) and C(R^Xg) atre orthog­
onal to C(M), the second term, y'(l - M)(X^$^ + Xggg), should contain the 
information concerning estimable functions of alone and estimable 
functions of gg alone. First, the information concerning gg alone 
will be removed by considering the reduced normal equations for Pg 
eliminating 3^, 
(k.36) • 
This yields a corresponding as any solution to 
(4.37) Xp^e^ = X^fy - XgBg) , 
and the sum of squares for 3g eliminating as 
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(4.38) SStGg eliminating 3^) = . 
Subtracting this sum of squares from the second term in U.SU, we obtain 
(4.39) y'(l - M)(X^B3 l  + XgSg) - B^x^RiXggg 
= y'(i - M)(X^BI XgGg) - y'RiXgêg 
= y'(l - M)X^33^ + y'(l - M - R^)X232 
= y'(l - M)X^3i y'(Mi - MOXgSg 
= y'(M^ - M)(X^3i ^2^ • 
Since M^M = M and M^(X^3j^ + X232) = M^y, the expression above reduces 
to 
(U.UO) y'(M^ - M)y . 
We will now show that 3^5 defined by 4.37, satisfies the reduced normal 
equations for 3^ eliminating 32» 
(4.41) ^iVl^l = 
= xiï - xpgêg -
= X£y - xpg(X^g^ + Xgêg) 
= X£y - XJ^Mjy 
= . 
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Therefore, the sum of squares for 3^ eliminating 3^ can he written as 
(U.U2) 8S(3i eliminating 3^) = . 
Subtracting this expression from the second term in U.3^ we obtain a 
difference similar to 
i h . h 3 )  y ' C W g  -  M ) y  .  
Table 4.1 contains this information displayed in an analysis of variance 
format where = rank(X^), = rank(Xg), and q^g = dimension of the 
intersection of C(X^) and ClXg). 
There are several interesting properties of this decomposition that 
can be noted from the Analysis of Variance table. 
i) The sum of lines (l) and (S) give y'M^y or y'Mgy. These are 
88(3^ ignoring and SSfBg ignoring 3^)5 respectively. 
ii) 8ince the matrix of the quadratic form in line (3), - M or 
Mg - M, is symmetric and idempotent, it follows that y'(M^ - M)y and 
y'CMg - M)y are always nonnegative. This implies that the sum of squares 
for 3. eliminating 3. is always less than the sum of squares for 
X J 
regression minus the sum of squares for confounding. 
iii) The sums of squares in lines (l), (2) and (3) can be written as 
y'My, y'R X.(X;R X )~XIE y, and y'(M - M)y for i,j = 1,2. Letting 
R.X (X'R.X )~X'R. = M. , and P be the orthogonal projection operator on 
1 J J 1 J J 1 1J 
ClX^jXg), we have. 
Table 4.1 The analysis of variance for 3^ eliminating Bj. 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source 
Degrees of 
freedom 
Sum of 
squares Source 
Degrees of 
freedom 
Sum of 
squares 
(1) SS(completely 
confounded effects) %12 
y'My SS(completely 
confounded effects) 
OJ y'My 
(2) SSfBg eliminating 3^) 3^X^1X2^2 88(32 eliminating Bg) ^l"'^12 
(3) Difference (4)-(l)-(2) <ll-<ll2 y' (M^-M)y Difference (U)-(l)-(2) <l2-1i2 y'(Mg-M)y 
(U) Total = SS(Regression) B'X'Xg Total = SS(Regression) 3'X*X$ 
3 satisfies X'X3 = X'y 
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(U.liU) = (I^ - P) + M + + (Mj - M) 
= ^ 1 + Ag + A3 + , 
where 
1) A^Aj = (|) for i # j . 
2) Each A^ is idempotent 
3 S rank(A.) = n . 
i ^ 
The above properties, with the additional property, 
U) There exists an orthogonal matrix Q which diagonalizes 
simultaneously the matrices A^ in such a manner that each 
diagonal matrix QA^Q' has r^ = rank(A^) consecutive 
diagonal elements equal to unity and the remaining n - r^ 
diagonal elements equal to zero. 
constitute the familiar, more general form of Cochran's theorem. 
Expression 4.44 suggests the following decompositions of P, the 
orthogonal projection operator on C(X^,X2), 
(4.45) (1) P = M + (M^ - M) + , 
(2) P = M + (MG - M) + . 
Since (X^jX^) = P(X^yXg), expression 4.45 leads to the following 
decompositions of (X^,X2), 
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(1) (X^ ,XG) = (MX^ .MXG) + ((I-M)X^ , (M^ -M)XG) + 
(4.46) 
(2 )  (X^ .Xg )  =  (MX^ ,MXg)  +  ( (Mg-MiX^ ,  ( l -M )Xg)  +  (M^gX^ ,M^gXg)  .  
Since the orthogonal projection operator for example, can be written 
as 
«21 = • 
we have M^^X^ = (j) and M^^Xg = R^Xg. This gives 
(1) (X^,Xg) =(MX^,MXg) + ((I-M)X^, (l-M)M^Xg) + («..R^Xg) 
(4.47) 
( 2 )  (X^ ,Xg )  =  (MX^ jMXg)  +  ( ( l -M)MgX^ ,  ( l -M)Xg)  +  (RgX^ , ( ( , )  .  
In order to examine some joint properties of the two representations 
of (X^jXg), consider the following composite decomposition, 
(4.48) (X^,Xg) = (MX^,MXg) + ((Mg-M)X^, (M^-M)Xg) 
+ (RgX^,<j)) + (<|),R^Xg) . 
This gives the corresponding decomposition of X'X, 
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(4.49) 4 
^2 
% 
X'MXI X'MXG 
Wl * 
4» 
<J) 
4> %X2 
X]^(Mg-M)X^ X^fl-MiXg 
X^(I-M)X^ X^(M^-M)X2 
Therefore, the regression sum of squares can he written as 
(4.50) 6'X'Xg = (gj^X^ + g^Xp M(X^B^ + Xggg) 
+ ^ «2<Vi * XzBs) 
* (epi + «H» Wi ^ V2' 
+ + 8^X^)(l-M-B^-a2)(X]6i + Xg6g) 
Since Xg is invariant for all solutions 3 to the normal equations, 
each of the terms in the above expression is also invariant for all solu­
tions 3. 
The analysis of variance for this decomposition is presented in Table 
4.2. An extension of this decomposition will he introduced in subsequent 
chapters and used to construct the more standard analyses. 
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Table h.2  The composite decomposition. 
Source 
Analysis of Variance 
Degrees of Freedom Quadratic Form* 
Completely confounded effects r(M) y't^ 
3^ eliminating rdi^X^) 
g2 eliminating rlR^Xg) 
Remainder ^'[I-M-Ri-Rg]^ 
Error n-rCX^.Xg) difference 
Total n y'y 
*A11 quadratic forms except that for "Remainder" are sums of squares. 
To discuss tests of hypotheses, one must examine the expectation of 
the above sums of squares and their corresponding mean squares, assuming 
the parameters satisfy certain properties. We will briefly examine expres­
sions for expected mean squares under the random effects model, fixed 
effects model, and mixed effects model hypotheses. In the development that 
follows, the random variables introduced are assumed to come from an 
infinite population. In some cases that may not be all together appropri­
ate and some form of randomization technique such as that discussed by 
Kenç)thome (1955) and Zyskind (1962) should be used. However, an ultimate 
goal is to apply the theory developed here to a computational procedure. 
The "infinite" assumption above provides expressions for expected mean 
squares that involve quantitites readily available from other calculations. 
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In a random effects model, the null hypothesis states that 0^ and 
gg are independent vectors of random variables having means zero and vari­
ances 0^1 and a^I , respectively. Under these conditions the vector 
1 Pi ^ Pg 
y has expectation zero and variance given by 
(4.51) Var(y) = a^l + + a^X^X^ . 
It is well known that if the vector random variable y has mean U and 
variance-covariance matrix Z, then 
(U.52) E[y'Ay] = u'Aii + trace(AS). 
In subsequent expressions, trace(A) will be abbreviated tr(A). 
Using the variance-covariance matrix defined in U.5I, the expectation 
of y'Ay can be written as 
(k.53) E[y'Ay] = tr(A) + tr(X^AX^) + a| tr(X^AXg) . 
This expression will be used to derive the expectations of the sums of 
squares in Table 4.1. The expectation of the sum of squares for completely 
confounded effects can be written as 
(4.54) E[y'%] = q^g*: + al tr(Xj^MX^) + O* tr(X^MXg) . 
This gives the expected mean square for completely confounded effects 
[abbreviated EMS(confounding)] as 
(4.55) (confounding) = + O^tr()/q^g + Ggtr(X^MXg)/q^g . 
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Because of the nature of the solutions Bg to the reduced normal equa­
tions for gg eliminating 3^» the 8S($g eliminating 3^) can he written 
as 
(4.56) = y'R^X2(X^R^Xg)-X^R^y . 
The expected value of this sum of squares and corresponding mean square 
are 
(It.57) E[SS(32 eliminating 3^)] = a^Cq^-q^^) + a^trCx^R^Xg) , 
and 
(4.58) EMSCBg eliminating 3^) = 0% + Ogtr(X^R^Xg)/(qg-q^g^ ' 
Similarly, for 3^ eliminating Bg; 
(4.59) E[SS(3.|L eliminating Bg)] = 0^(q2^-q^g) + 0^tr(xpgX^) , 
and 
(U.6o) EMS(3^ eliminating Bg) = + o^tr(XjpgX^)/() * 
The differences in line (3) of Table 4.1 have expectations and expected 
mean squares given hy: 
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(U.61) E[y'(M^-M)y] = 
(4.62) EMS[y'(M^-M)y] = 
+ a^tr(X|(M^-M)X^)/(q^-a^2^ + oZtrfX^tMi-MXXg/fg^-qig) , 
(4.63) E[y'(Mg-M)y] = 
a2(q2-qi2) + G^tr(Xj^(Mg-M)X^) + oZtrfX^CWg-MiXgi/Cqg-qig), 
and 
(k.64) EM8[y'(Mg-M)y] = 
+ 0^tr(X^(Mg-M)X^)/(q^-q^g) + a^tr(x^(M^-M)Xg)/() • 
These expressions are displayed in Table 4.3. 
For the fixed effects model, the null hypothesis states that 3^ and 
gg are fixed vectors of constants, say b^ and bg. Then 
(4.65) E[y] = X^b^ + Xgbg , 
and 
(4.66) E[yy'] = (X^b^ + X2bg)(bj^X^ + b^Xp + 0^1 
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Table H.3. Expected mean squares for 3^ eliminating 3^. 
Source Degrees of 
Freedom Expected Mean Squares 
Confounding 
^12 + a^tr(X£MX^)/q^2 + oZtrCX^^Xgi/q^g 
3^ eliminating 3g ^I'^^ig 0^ + a^tr(Xp2Xi)/(q^-q^2) 
Remainder 
^2~^12 + O^trCXj^Mg-MiX^i/fqi-q^g) 
+ oftrCXgfMg-MXXgi/fqg-q^g) 
Confounding 
^12 + a^tr(X^MX^)/q^ 2  + (^tr(X^MXg)/q^g 
Bg eliminating 3^ 92"%12 + O^trfX^R^Xgi/tqg-q^g) 
Remainder V^12 + a2tr(X|(M^-M)X^)/(q^-q^2) 
+ oZtr(X^(M^-M)Xg)/(qg-q^g) 
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The expectation of the quadratic form y'Ay is then 
(k . 67 )  E[y'Ay] = aHr(A) + (b^Xj + A (X^b^ + X^bg) . 
Thus, the expectation of the sum of squares and expected mean square for 
completely confounded effects can be written as 
( h . 68 )  E[SS(confounding)] = 
+ bp^MX^b^ + b^X^MXgbg + 2b^X^MXgbg , 
and 
(U.69) EMS[confounding] = 
+ (bp^ + b^Xp M (X^b^ + Xgbgi/q^g . 
The expected mean squares for the quantities in Table 4.1 are found in 
Table k.k. 
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Table h.It. Expected mean squares for a fixed effects model. 
Degrees of 
Source Freedom Expected Mean Squares 
Confounding q^g + (X^b^ + X^bg)'M(X^b^ + Xgbgj/q^^ 
3^ eliminating gg ^ ^ l"^12 ^ 
Remainder qg-q^g + (X^b^ + Xgbg) ' (Mg-M)(Xj^b^ + Xgbg ) /(qg-q^g) 
Confounding q^g + (X^b^ + Xgbg)'M(X^b^ + Xgbg)/q^g 
gg eliminating ^~^i2 ^ ^ 
Remainder ^1~^12 ^^1^1 Xgbg) ' (M^-M) (X^b^ + Xgbg ) / ( q^-q^g ) 
To complete the development of expressions for expected mean squares, 
assume one of the sets of parameters is random and the other is fixed. 
This situation corresponds to the mixed effects model. Since the problem 
is symmetric in and gg, assume is random with mean zero and 
variance G^I and 3p is a vector of fixed constants b^. The expected 
j- p^ t t 
value of yy' is 
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(4.70) E[yy'] = 0=1 ' 
This gives the following expectation for the quadratic form y'Ay, 
(4.71) E[y'Ay] = aHr(A) + a|tr(X^AX^) + . 
Applying this result to the expressions in Table 4.1 gives the quantities 
in Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5. Expected mean squares for the mixed model. 
Source 
Degrees of 
Freedom Expected Mean Squares 
Confounding 
^12 + a|tr(X£MX^)/q^ 2  + b^X^X^bg/q^ 
3^ eliminating gg 
^l'^12 + G^tr(x^RgX^)/(q^-q^g) 
Remainder Sg-Sis + a2tr(X|(Mg-M)X^)/(q2-q^2) 
+ t^X^(M2-M)Xgbg/(qg-q^g) 
Confounding 
*^12 + a2tr(X]^MX^)/q^g + b^X^MXgbg/q^g 
gg eliminating 3^ 
^2~^12 + b^X^R^Xgbg/(qg-q^g) 
Remainder <11-^12 + O^tr ( X{(M]^-M)X]^ ) / ( q^-q^g ) 
+ b^X^(M^-M)Xgbg/(q^-q^g) 
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It is worth noting that several but not all of the quadratic forms 
presented in these tables are independent. This is due to the fact that 
the product is not in general the null matrix. The mean squares 
calculated in the analysis of 3. eliminating 3^ are independently dis-
1 J 
tributed and therefore the F statistic can be used for testing hypotheses. 
However, the quadratic forms calculated for the analysis of 3^ eliminat­
ing 3. are not independent of those calculated for 3, eliminating 3-. 
J J ^ 
E. The Reduced Normal Equations 
One of the most difficult problems encountered when working with a 
general partitioned linear model is the complexity of the reduced normal 
equations for 3. eliminating 3., 
^ J 
(1..72) X'RJX.S. = xpjy . 
In this section some methods for obtaining solutions to equations U.75 and 
their properties are discussed. 
Recall from Chapter II that Wilkinson (l970) introduces a Ah/Lcnkage. 
opeJvaton. Q defined by Q = R^MgR^. Using the reduced minimal polynomial 
p(x) of Q, he calculates a conditional inverse C of X^R^Xg by 
(4.73) C = (X^X2)-q[X^R^Xg(X^Xg)-] , 
where (X^Xg) is any conditional inverse of X^Xg, and q(x) is a poly­
nomial defined by 
(4.7%) q(x) = [1 - p(x)]/x . 
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This gives the corresponding solutions Bg to the equations 
(4.75) = %y , 
as 
(k.76) Bg = (X^Xg)-q[X^R^X2(X^Xg)"]X^R^y . 
Equation h.l6 suggests that any solution to the equations 
(4.77) X^XgBg = q[X^R^^Xg(X^Xg)-]X^R^y 
is also a solution to equations 4.75. This can easily he shown using the 
following results. 
Theorem 4.11 The matrices 
i) R^MgR^ , 
ii) MgR^ , 
ill) R^Mg , 
iv) (X^Xg)~X^R^Xg , and 
v) X^R^XgfX^fg)-
all have the same reduced minimal polynomial. James and Wilkinson (l97l) 
proved results iv) and v). 
Proof Let p(x) be the reduced minimal polynomial of R^MgR^. 
Then p(x) is the polynomial of minimal degree such that 
(4.78) R^MgR^ p(R^MgR^) = (j) . 
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Since p(x) is a polynomial and the matrices and are both 
symmetric and idempotent, it follows that 
(4.79) \^2®l PtRiMgR^) = R^MgR^ p(MgR^) 
= RiMgMgR^ p(MgR^) . 
Multiplying both sides of 4.79 "by p(R^Mg) gives 
(4.80) pfR^MgjR^MgMgR^^ p(MgR]^) 
= [MgRi p(M2RJ^) ] • [MgR^ p(MgR^) ] 
= (j> . 
Therefore, ^2^1 ~ 4* which implies that the degree of the reduced 
minimal polynomial of M^R^ is not greater than the degree of p(x). 
Let p'(x) denote the reduced minimal polynomial of M^R^. Then 
(4.81) MgR^ p'OMgR^) = * . 
Multiplying both sides of 4.81 by R^ gives 
(4.82) R^MgR^ p'(MgR^) = * . 
Since R^ is idempotent and p'(x) is a polynomial. 
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(k.83) p'(MgR^) = p'(R^MgR^) 
= * • 
Therefore, the degree of the reduced minimal polynomial of is not 
less than the degree of p(x). Since the reduced minimal polynomial of a 
matrix is unique except for a scalar multiplier, the two polynomials 
p' (x) and p(x) are identical. From the fact that the reduced minimal 
polynomial of a matrix and the reduced minimal polynomial of its transpose 
are the same, it follows that the matrices MgR^ and R^Mg have the same 
reduced minimal polynomial. 
Let p'(x) denote the reduced minimal polynomial of X^R^Xg(X^Xg)~. 
This implies 
Multiplying the above expression on the left hy Xg(X^Xg)" and on the 
right by X^ gives 
(U.8U) X'R^X^(X'X„)~p«[X'R^X-(X'X-)~] = (|) . 
•g i g' g g .gx^i-n-gv^g^g 
(4.85) MgRj^Mg p'[Rj^Mg] = 4, . 
Premultiplying hy p'CMgR^) gives 
(4.86) [p'(MgR^)MgR^][R^Mg p'(R^Mg)] = (J) . g 1' g 1 
Therefore the degree of the reduced minimal polynomial of R^^Mg is not 
less than the degree of the reduced minimal polynomial of 
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Let p(x) denote the reduced minimal polynomial of M^R^. Then, 
(4.87) MgR^ p(MgR^) = (j) . 
Premultiplying by and postmultiplying by Xg(X^Xg)" gives 
(4.88) X^R^ p(MgR^)Xg(X^Xg)" = (|> . 
Since p(x) is a polynomial, expression 4.88 can be written 
(4.89) X^R^Xg(X^Xg)- p[Xp^^Xg(X^Xg)-] = ({) . 
Therefore, the degree of the reduced minimal polynomial of R^^Mg is not 
greater than the degree of the reduced minimal polynomial of 
and hence the two reduced minimal polynomials are the same. 
The following theorem concerning the polynomial q(x) = [l - p(x)]/x 
introduces a useful result. James and Wilkinson (1971) establish Theorem 
4.12 for a specific matrix. 
Theorem 4.12 Let p(x) denote the reduced minimal polynomial of 
the square matrix A. If p(x) has the form 
( 4.90) p(x) = 1  +  a^x +  . . .  +  a^x^ ,  
then there exists a polynomial q(x) such that q(A) is a conditional 
inverse of A. 
Proof Define 
(4.91) q(x) = [1 - p(x)]/x 
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Then Aq.(A)A = A(l - p(A)) = (l - p(A))A = A. It follows that q(x) is 
the polynomial of minimal degree such that Theorem 4.12 holds. If A is 
nonsingular then p(A) = (j), and it follows that q(A) = A~^. 
From Perlis (1952), page l86, it follows that for any symmetric matrix 
A, the reduced minimal polynomial of A can he written as in U.90. 
Therefore, the reduced minimal polynomial of the matrices discussed in 
Theorem 4.11 can be written as in 4.90. 
Expression 4.77 can be written as 
(4.92) = X^q(R^Mg)R^y . 
Letting A^ be the conditional inverse of A defined by Theorem 4.12, the 
above expression becomes 
(4.93) = X^(R^^Mg)'^R^y . 
Since X^ = X^Mg and because q(x) is a polynomial, these equations can 
also be written as 
(4.94) X^Xggg = X^M2(R^Mg)\y 
= X^M2R^(M2R^)'^y 
= ^ (Ri^)^ . 
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The predicted values XgGg from equations 4.9^ can be written as 
(4.95) Xggg = (M2R3^)"^M2E^y . 
Therefore , where gg is any solution to 4.9%, can he written as 
(k.96) X^R^XgBg = X^R^(MgR^)'*'M2R]^y 
= X^M2R^(M2R^)'*'M2R^y 
= X^MgR^y 
= x^R^y • 
Since the matrix MgR^(MgR^)^ is idempotent, it is a projection operator. 
The image of the projection is clearly ClM^R^). 
It was demonstrated earlier that any solution to the equations 
(4.97) x^Xgêg = x^[i - x3^(xp2x^)"xp2] y 
also satisfies equations It. 75. 
It was also shown earlier (Theorem 3.1), when = M, that solu­
tions to equations 
(4.98) X^Xggg = X^(I - M)y 
also satisfy equations 4.75. 
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In addition, for solutions 3^ to equations 4.77, the linear func­
tions 
(4.99) U gg , 
where U = Z'Xg for some C(z)C C(x^) fl CtX^), satisfy 
(4.100) Ugg = Z'XgBg = Z'MMgR^CMgR^)^ 
= Z'MR^(MgR^)\ 
= 4» . 
In other words, the conditions imposed on the parameters by Wilkinson's 
algorithm have the form Z n^a^ = 0, not Z = 0 as he suggests. 
Theorem U.12 provides the following simpler version of Wilkinson's 
algorithm. Let p'(x) denote the reduced minimal polynomial of the 
matrix X^R^Xg, then the matrix C defined by 
(U.lOl) C = q'tX^R^Xg) 
with q'(x) = [1 - p'(x)]/x is a conditional inverse of X^R^Xg. This 
would seem simpler for the following reasons: 
i) The matrix (X^X^)" never need be computed. 
ii) The algorithm involves powers of X^R^Xg instead of powers 
of R^MgR^. 
iii) If the distinct nonzero characteristic values of X^R^Xg are 
known, their multiplicities can be determined by calculating tr[(X^R^^Xg)^] 
lOU 
and then solving the relatively small system of equations 
(It.102) e^Q^ + ... + e^G^ = trCCX^R^Xg)] 
e=0i + = W(X'E^Xg):] 
ej0i+ ... •fe^S^ = tr[(X'B^X3)'=] 
for the multiplicities 0^...©^^. 
There are of course many other methods for solving the reduced normal 
equations. Methods involving the reduced minimal polynomial of a matrix 
are unique. Mann (1960) used this basic method to calculate the orthogonal 
projection operator on the column space of a matrix A. 
F. The Variances of Estimates of Estimable Functions 
We can now establish some relationships involving variances of BLUE's 
of estimable functions. Let a'y be BLUE for its expectation. Then the 
variance of a'y is 
(4.103) Var(a'y) = a'a . 
Since a'y is BLUE for its expectation, there exists a vector p such 
that 
a = Xp , 
and 
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(U.IOU) Var(a'y) = .a^p'X'Xp . 
Let a'y te BLUE for an estimable function of alone. Then there 
exists a vector such that 
a. = HgX^p^ , 
and hence 
(4.105) Var(a'y) = O^p^X^EgX^p^ . 
Similarly, if b'y is BLUE for an estimable function of gg alone, there 
exists a vector Pg such that 
b = R/2P2 
and 
(4.106) Var(fa'y) = a^p^X^R^XgPg . 
Suppose C'y is BLUE for an estimable function of 3^ and that 
cannot be written as a nontrivial sum of estimable functions of alone 
and gg alone. Then there exists vectors ri^ and rig such that 
c. = Xj^Tlj = XgTlg , 
and 
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(4.107) Var(c'y) = = o^UgXgXg^g 
= o^n^x^xgiig • 
Next, let d'y be BLUE for a linear combination of an estimable function 
in 3^ alone and an estimable function in gg alone, i.e. d can be 
written as 
d = + agdg » 
where e ClRgX^) and dg e ClR^Xg). For convenience we will drop the 
coefficients and ttg since if d^  e C(RgX^) then a^d e C (RgX^) 
and similarly for dg. Then we can write 
d ' d ^ * d ^ .  
Since d^ e CjRgX^) and dg e CfR^Xg), there exist vectors ajid 
such that 
di = RgX^Yi J 
dg RjXgYg . 
This gives 
(4.108) Var(d'y) = a^d'd 
= o'(Y% + + «1%: 
= Var(dj^y) + Var(d^y) + 2 Cov(d^y,dgy) . 
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Now consider a function )J*y that is BLUE for the sum of an estimable 
function in alone and an estimable function of both 3^ and Pg 
where the latter estimable function cannot be separated into an estimable 
function of alone and an estimable function of Bg alone. That is 
d = + 62 
where e C(RgX^) and e [C(X^) flClXg)]. 
The variance of ij'y is 
Var(|5'y) = 
= + dg) 
= + zdidg) . 
Since (5^ = Rg^i^i dg = ^2^2 some vectors 6^ and gg, 
= <j) . 
This implies that BLUE's of estimable functions of alone are uncorre-
lated with BLUE's of completely confounded functions of and gg. By 
a similar development the BLUE's of estimable functions of gg alone are 
also uncorrelated with confounded functions of 3^ snd 3g* This gives 
(U.109) Var(j5'y) = Var(j{^y) + Var(({^y) 
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G. Interfactor Information 
Associated with Incomplete Block Designs is the term Jyit£/ ibZock 
In^o^ation. The reduced normal equations for treatments eliminating 
blocks contain intrablock information concerning treatment differences. 
In some situations it is worthwhile to extract the interblock information. 
In this section, this concept is generalized to any two-factor situation. 
Using the notation and development of Kempthorne (1952), the inter­
block normal equations can be written as 
(4.110) B. = k]i + 2 t + kb + S £ , 
1 (i) 0 1 J ij 
where B^ denotes the i-th block total, k is the block size, b^ is the 
i-th block effect, and Z t. represents the sum of treatment ofTects 
(i) J 
for treatments occurring in block i. It is also assumed that the; b^ 
are uncorrelated with mean zero and constant variance a^. These equa­
tions can be rewritten as 
(4.111) B = + ZgT + n , 
where B is the b x 1 vector of block totals, is the b x 1 vector 
with all elements equal to k, is the b x t matrix that produces 
Z t., T is the t X 1 vector of treatment parameters, and n is a 
(i) 
b X 1 vector of random variables with mean zero and variance-covariance 
matrix equal to 
(4.112) (ka^ + k^O^)l^ 
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To change the results of this development to the previous notation, 
let and 3^ correspond to blocks and let and 3g correspond to 
treatments. Then 
(4.113) B = Xjy , 
V = • 
and 
n = + e) . 
Subtracting the mean, which represents the intersection of C(X^) and 
CfXg), gives 
(U.llU) X^(I - M)y = X^(I - M)Xg32 + n , 
where n is a vector of random variables with variance-covariance matrix 
(U.115) Var(n) = X^(I - M)[X^V^X^ + a^l](l - M)x^ 
and is the assumed variance-covariance structure of 3^. The inter­
block model 4.114 can be written 
(4.116) z = WBg + n 
where n has variance-covariance structure V as defined in 4.115. Using 
the Generalized Normal Equations as defined by Zyskind and Martin (1969), 
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there exists a class of matrices 1/ that are conditional inverses of V 
such that BLUE's of estimable functions X'Bg are given by where 
is any solution to 
(4.117) W'V^wBg = W'V*z 
and V* is any matrix in ^. Clearly if the rank(X|(l - M)Xg) = 
rank(X^(l - M)), then the model in U.ll6 is an exact fit for all y and 
there is no estimate of variance. Therefore, letting rank(X^(l - M)) = 
and rank(Xj^(l - M)Xg) = the following analysis of variance 
table can he constructed. 
Table 4 .6 .  Interfactor analysis of variance. 
Source Degrees of Freedom Sums of Squares 
Treatments (3^) 
Remainder Vll2"'l0 difference 
Total q2-<ii2 z'V*z 
The development above is conçletely general and holds for any matrices 
X^ and Xg. To be informative statistically, however, it is necessary to 
msike the assumption that either 3^ or is a vector random variable with 
mean zero and some variance V^, i = 1 or 2. To be useful it is necessary 
ILL 
for rank(Xj^(l - M)) > rank(X|(l - M)X^) or rank(X^(l - M)) > rtuik(x;(l -
M)X^). Cases when the model U.lll» reduces to an unusable situation are 
the following: 
i) X^(I - M)Xg = (j) 
ii) C(X^) = ClXg) . 
In either case the matrix W is null and there is no interfactor 
information. 
It can be seen from the complexity of equations U.uH, 4.116 and 
4.117 that for most non-orthogonal designs it may not be worthwhile to 
extract the interfactor information. 
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V. THE TWO-WAY FACTORIAL 
This chapter and Chapter VI apply the results of Chapter IV to experi­
ments exhibiting the properties of crossing and nesting. 
The two-way factorial experiment involves basically two partitions of 
the model matrix. The mean can be treated as if it were contained in the 
intersection of C(X^) and C(Xg). First, the parameters in Dir two-
factor model without the interaction will be examined. T}ien interaction 
terms will be introduced and examined. 
A. Without Interaction 
The simple two-way factorial main-effects model was defined earlier 
as 
(5-1) rijk = w * 4^' ^ f * ^ijk • 
where i = l,...,s, j = l,...,t, k = l,...,n^j. This same model can also 
be written as 
(5.2) y = 1%; + W + XgBg + E , 
where 1^ is a vector of length n (n = Z n^^) with all elements equal 
to unity, is the vector of parameters f|^^, Pg is the vector of 
t o )  
parameters f^ , and and Xg are the model matrices corresponding 
to the two factors. 
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It was mentioned previously that linear classificatory models are not 
of full rank. One of the linear relationships among the columns of the 
model matrix is 
(5.3) . 
For this reason, in this chapter and the next the mean y will "be deleted 
from the model. Therefore, model 5.1 will be written as 
y = + Xggg + e . 
The effect associated with |j will from time to time be discussed. 
1. The balanced complete case 
It will be informative to first examine briefly the case where n^^ 
is equal to some constant r. The matrices and Xg then have the form 
(5.4) = ly 8 (1^ 8 Ig) 
except for a possible reordering of the rows, where the symbol 0 denotes 
the Kronecker product. 
The intersection of C(X^) and C(Xg) contains only scalar multi­
ples of the constant vector 1^; therefore. 
(5.5) M = 
Il 't 
where is the n x n matrix with all elements equal to unity. It can 
he demonstrated that 
(5.6) % = = n 
Therefore, the spaces C(R^X^) and 1*2^2^ are orthogonal. The rank of 
the model matrix (X^,X^) is s + t - 1, rank(M) = 1, rank(RgX^) = s - 1, 
and rankCR^Xg) = t - 1. The form of the analysis of variance table is 
well known and is displayed in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1. The balanced, complete two-way factorial. 
Source 
Analysis of Variance 
Degrees of Freedom Sums of Squares 
Confounded effects (ji) 
First factor (g^) 
Second factor (g^) 
Error 
8 - 1  
t - 1 
y'M y 
rst - t - s + 1 
y'(M^ - M) y 
Y'(MG - M) y 
diJ'I'e ronce 
Total rst y'y 
Ail contrasts of the form f!^^ - f^^^ and f[^^ - f[^^ are estimable 
1 J i J 
and their BLUE's are given by corresponding differences of treatment means. 
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2. The general case 
The case when the numbers n^^ are unequal but proportionate also 
admits a decomposition similar to that in Table 5.1. A discussion of pro­
portionate subclass numbers can be found in Kempthorne (1952) and will not 
be covered here. Instead, we proceed directly to the general case where 
When n^^ > 0 for all i and j, the model is of maximal rank and 
the only vectors in the intersection of C (X^) and CfX^) are scalar 
multiples of the constant vector 1^. The orthogonal projection operator 
M has the form 
(5.7) " = 
where n = Z n^^. The rank of is s - 1 and rank of is 
t - 1. However, the spaces RgX^ and R^X^ are no longer 
orthogonal. The analysis of variance can be displayed as in Table 5.2, 
which is a special case of Table U.l. 
If n^j = 0 for some values of i and j, the intersection of 
C(X^) and ClX^) may contain more than multiples of the constant vector. 
Then the analysis of variance table would be identical to Table k.l. 
Note that line (l) of Table if.l can be partitioned further to remove the 
single degree of freedom for the mean. 
In some special cases, the three spaces C|M), C(RgX^), and ClR^X^) 
may be orthogonal, even for unequal numbers and missing cells. For these 
designs the analysis of variance has the form illustrated in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.2. Two-way factorial with unequal numbers but no missing cells. 
Source Sums of Squares 
Analysis of Variance 
Degrees of Freedom Sums of Squares Source 
Confounded effects (y) y'M y 1 y'M y Confounded effects (u) 
eliminating Fg Remainder 
Remainder *fc — 1 Fg eliminating F^ 
Error difference n - s - t + 1 difference Error 
Total y'y n 
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Table 5.3. Special case of an orthogonal decompoaition. 
Source 
Analysis of Variance 
Degrees of Freedom Sums of Squares 
Completely confounded effects rank(M) y'M y 
Factor (alone) rank((l-M)X^) y'(M^-M)y 
Factor Fg (alone) rank((l-M)][g) y'(M2-M)y 
Error n - rank(X^,Xg) difference 
Total n y'y 
The experiment introduced in Chapter II to illustrate the algorithm 
due to Wilkinson admits the above orthogonal decomposition. This experi­
ment will be used here to illustrate the results of Chapter IV. 
Example 5.1 Consider one replicate of the two-factor additive 
experiment from Chapter II. The basic design configuration is illustrated 
in Figure 5.1. Asterisks denote observed treatment combinations. 
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Factor 4" 
J2) 
(1) (1) (1) (1) 
^1 ^2 ^3 h 
Figure 5.1. Two-factor incomplete experiment 
The model can be written as 
(5.8) yy = u • 4" " f ^ • 
where (i,j) = (l,l), (1.3), (2,2), (2,4), (3,1), (3,3), (U,2) and (U,U), 
The matrix model equation can be written (deleting the mean as was done 
previously) as 
(5.9) y = + XgBg * ^  ' 
or more specifically, as 
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(5.10) 
'^11 
^13 
^22 
^2h 
^31 
^33 
yk2 
y^k 
1 0  0  0  
1 0  0  0  
0  1 0  0  
0  1 0  0  
0  0  1 0  
0  0  1 0  
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 
(1) 
1 
(1) 
2 
(1) 
3 
,(1) 
1 0  0  0  
0  0  1 0  
0  1 0  0  
0 0 0 1 
1 0  0  0  
0  0  1 0  
0  1 0  0  
0 0 0 1 
r,u.i 
^(2) 
, (2) 
+ e 
A basis for C (X^) H CfX^) can be made up of the two columns of the 
matrix. 
(5.11) 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
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It can be seen that the first column of the matrix in 5.11 can be 
formed by summing the columns of or X^. The second column in 5.11 
can be formed from the sum of the first and third columns of either X^ 
or Xg. Any other vectors in C(X^) H C(Xg) can be generated by taking 
a linear combination of the vectors in 5.11. 
The orthogonal projection operator M can be calculated and shown 
to be 
(5.12) 
M = J 
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0  
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0  
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1  
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1  
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0  
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0  
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1  
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1  
The matrices R^X^ and R^Xg can be written 
(5.13) 
% 1 2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
-1 
-1 
0 -1 
0 -1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 -1 0 
0 -1 
1 
2 
1 0 - 1  
-1 0 
0 1 
0 
1 0 
0 -1 
0 -1 
0 - 1 0  
-1 0 
0 1 
0 -1 
0 -1 
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It can easily be seen by examining these three matrices that the 
following properties hold: 
i) rCRgX^) = dim[C(RgX^)] = 2 
ii) r(R^Xg) = dim[C(R^Xg)] = 2 
iii) r(M) = dim[C(X^) f) C(Xg)] = 2 
iv) XpgR^Xg = * 
From these properties, it follows that; 
i) there are two linearly independent estimable functions of 3^ 
alone, 
ii) there are two linearly independent estimable functions of 3^ 
alone, 
iii) there is one conçletely confounded estimable function of 
and 3g (in addition to the mean), and 
iv) the deconçosition of the sum of squares is an orthogonal 
decomposition which implies that estimates of estimable functions are 
uncorrelated. 
The analysis of variance can be represented symbolically as in 
Table 5.k. 
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Table Symbolic representation of the analysis. 
Source 
Analysis of Variance 
Degrees of Freedom Hums of Squares 
Completely confounded effects 
Mean 
Other 
y'M y 
y'(M -  5 Jg)y 
Factor F^ alone 
Factor Fg alone 
2 
2 
y'(M^-M)y 
y' (Mg-Mjy 
Error difference 
Total y'y 
The specific sum of squares can be calculated using M as defined in 
5.12, = X^(Xp^)"^X^, and = Xg(X^)"4g. 
Estimable functions of alone and alone can be written as 
and Agpg where e R(RgX^) and e RlR^Xg). By examining the 
rows of RgX^ and R^^Xg in expression 5.13, it can easily be seen that 
a set of linearly independent estimable functions is: 
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(5.14) 
4'' 
.(1) 
- f. 
- f, 
(1) 
1 
(1) 
, (2)  
.(2) 
- f. 
- f, 
(2 )  
1 
( 2 )  
The completely confounded effects are determined "by R(MX^,MXg) 
The matrix (MX^jMXg) is equal to 
(5.15) 
(MX^.MXg)= I 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Inspection of linear combinations of the rows of these matrices 
yields the following independent set of estimable functions, 
(5.16) f(l) . Jl) Il Ig ,(1) 3 + f[^) + + fg^^ 
.(1) 
1 + fg^) + fj^^ + f(2) 
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Table 5•5. Expected mean squares for example 5.1, 
Analysis of Variance 
Source Degrees of Freedom Expected Mean Squares 
Random Effects Model (E(G^) = <|), Var(3^) = CT|I) 
Complete confounding 2 + 20^ + 20^ 
Factor F^ alone 2 + 2a^ 
Factor Fg alone 2 + 2a| 
Fixed Effects Model 
Complete confounding 2 + 2[(b ^+b + (b g+b 
Factor F^ alone 2 + f'-
Factor Fg alone 2 + ^^22~^2U^^^ 
Mixed Effects Model (A-fixed, B-random) 
Complete confounding 2 
Factor F^ alone 2 0^ + + (b^g-b^^)^] 
Factor Fg alone 2 0^ + 20g 
Error 2 
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'llie first of theoe furictiona can be thought ol' mi Lh<; ovorni I tiu'.'ui 
|ji. The second is sum of a function of 3^ and a function of If 
this function is to be treated as a function of F^, for example, then the 
(2) (2) 
experimenter must have evidence that f^ + f^ =0. 
The expected mean squares for the random effects model, fixed effects 
model, and mixed effects model can be calculated and are displayed in 
Table 5.5. 
B. With Interaction 
The two-way factorial experiment with interaction is a special case 
of the situation where part of the model matrix X is completely con­
tained in the column space generated by the rest of the model matrix. 
The general case is discussed in the next chapter. 
The model for a two-factor experiment with interaction was defined 
earlier as 
(5.17) = y + 4^' + ^ ^ Eijk ' 
with i = l,...,s, j = l,...,t, and k = l,...,n^j. In matrix notation the 
model can be written as 
(5.18) y = + XgBg + Xggg + E, 
where the mean effect l^y has been deleted, the matrices X^, 6^, Xg 
and gg are identical to those defined in the previous section, 3^ 
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corresponds to the interaction parameters and is the corresponding 
model matrix. 
1. The balanced complete case 
As in the previous section, the case n^^ = r (a constant) will be 
examined first. The matrices and X^ have the form defined in 5.4. 
The matrix X^ can be written as 
(5.19) X) = If  8 1st • 
where 0 denotes the Kronecker product. 
Since the matrices 1.01 and 1.01 can clearly be written as t S "C s 
linear combinations of columns of it follows that C(X^:Xg) C C(Xg). 
The reduced normal equations for 3^ eliminating 3^ and gg are 
(5.20) X^RXggg = X^R y, 
where R is the orthogonal projection operator on Cj^fX^jX^). From 
Theorem 3.1 these equations can be solved by imposing the conditions 
(5.21) (Xi.Xg)'^^^^ = * 
on the model 
( 5 .22 )  y = Xggg + n 
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The conditions 5.21 are estimable with model 5.22 and for the case 
n. = r have the form 
^ J 
(5.23) Z =0 for all j , 
i 
E = 0 for all i . 
j 'j 
These are the standard conditions usually imposed to obtain unique solu­
tions to the normal equations. 
Estimates of main-effects are defined as 
= ^ 1..-y... • 
where the (•) signifies calculating the mean over that specific 
subscript. Treatment differences f!^^ - f^^^ are estimated by differ­
ences in the corresponding main-effects defined by 5.2k. This gives 
<5-25) 4^' - ^ 1" =^1.. -ym.. 
This expression has expectation 
(5.26) E[y^.. - i (I - I . 
d 
From conditions 5.23 we say that the summations in 5.26 are zero; and 
therefore, 5.25 is at least a concLitionaZiy uyiblcuizd estimate of 
1 m 
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It is of interest to note that when interaction terms are included in 
the model there are no unbiased estimates of main-effect differences. 
Every estimable function involving main-effects also involves interaction 
parameters. This causes serious inferential problems when interaction 
effects are nonzero. 
The analysis of variance for the balanced complete case is displayed 
in Table 5 .6. 
Table 5.6. The balanced complete case with interaction. 
Source 
Analysis of Variance 
Degrees of Freedom Sums of Squares 
Confounded effects (y) 1 y'M y 
Factor s - 1 y'(M^-M)y 
Factor F^ t - 1 y'(Mg-M)y 
Interaction (s - l)(t — l) y'(Mg-M^-Mg+Miy 
Error st(r - l) difference 
Total rst y'y 
2. The general case 
When the subclass numbers n. are not constant, in fact some may be 
Ij 
zero, the problems associated with estimation become more complex. The 
basic reason for the complexity is that the conditions imposed on the 
parameters to obtain unique solutions to the normal equations appear in the 
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definitions of main-effects. In other words, with one set of conditions, 
differences of treatment means are at least condLtionaZty unbXci&e.d esti­
mates for the same differences of treatment effects. However, with another 
set of conditions these same differences of treatment means are not even 
conditionally unbiased estimates of treatment effect differences. 
The conditions imposed on the interaction parameters are arbitrary 
except that they are nonestimable and consistent. A general form for them 
would be 
where Z u. = Z v. = 1. Two distinct sets of u.,v. will be examined: il 1 J 1 J 
(5.27) fl 2) Z U. f:t' ' =0 for all j, 
. 1 1 j i 
for all i , 
1 
(5 .28)  
(2) u. 1 u '2 
In the general case, ^ 0, the properties C(X^) C C(Xg) and 
C(Xg) CZ C(X^) still hold. The reduced normal equations for 3^ eliminat­
ing 3^ and have the form 
(5.29) = X^R y , 
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where R is the orthogonal projection operator on From 
Theorem 3.1 it follows that solutions to equations 5.29 can be obtained 
by imposing the estimable conditions 
(5.30) (X^sXgi'XgBg = 0 
on the model 
(5.31) y = XgGg + n 
The resulting normal equations are 
(5.32) X^Xggg = X^R y . 
The solutions 6^ and gg are obtained by solving 
(5.33) % •^1 
% % % 
(y -  XjSj) 
From conditions 5.30 it follows that the solutions 3^ and Pg are the 
solutions obtained by ignoring the interaction parameters. The above pro­
cedure is straightforward, computationally. However, it appears as though 
the data are dictating the conditions to be imposed on the parameters to 
obtain unique solutions. From an inferential standpoint, this is a 
problem. 
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The main-effects are defined to be the vectors and Pg. 
Estimable functions involving and Pg have the form 
(5.34) AjBi + , 
with e RfX^jXgjMX^) where M is the orthogonal projection 
operator on C(X^^Xg). Vectors in RlX^jXgjMX^) of the form 
(5.35) p'(Xi,Xg,MX2) 
where p is any vector in C(RgX^) produce estimable functions of the 
form 
(5.36) p'Xj^B^ + p'MXgB^ . 
Since the expression p'MX^B^ is conditLonaJ^JLy zero (conditional upon 
5.30) for any p, it follows that functions of the form Xjg^ are 
cjon(UtionaJtZy t&timbZz for any X^ e R(Xj^RgX^). From the definition of 
M it follows that X^RgM = X^RgM; therefore, for any vector a e C(RgX^) 
the function a'y is a condLLtionaJi BLUE of a function Xjg^. Similar 
results can be obtained for functions of Bg. It also follows that 
complete confounding between functions of B^ and functions of Bg can be 
defined within the framework of conditions 5.30. It should be noted that 
expect for very special cases, differences of treatment means are not condi­
tional BLUE'S of the same differences of treatment effects. Conditions 
5.30 are, except for a scalar multiplier, conditions (l) of 5.28. 
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The conditions (2) of 5.28 are the same conditions that are imposed 
when n^j = r (a constant) for all i and j. These conditions have im 
advantage over the others in that they are independent of the data. 
When there are no missing cells and the mean y is included in the 
model, the estimates are usually written as 
(5.37) u = y. 
(5.38) ^1 = 
^1.. - y. 
Fs.. - y. 
(5.39) ^2 = 
y.i. - y. 
y.t. - y. 
yii. - yi.. - y.i. + y. 
(5.ko) 
- y.t. * 
1 
^ij- ^  5 rij-zt' y-j. ' f ^ ij /s, and 
y = —r Z y.j . Since the function 
'' St ^ij. 
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(5.41) ?!.. - y .. 
can "be written as a'y with a e ClX^jX^jX^) , it follows that 5.^2 is 
BLUE of its expectation which is 
(5.1.2) E[y... - y%..] . - 4^' + i Z f'l-Z' + i : f'i'Z) . 
From conditions (2) of 5.28 it follows that the expressions involving the 
(l 2) f^j' should be zero. Therefore, differences of treatment means are 
COncLitLonaZ. BLUE'6 (conditional on (2) of 5.28) of the same differences of 
treatment effects. 
When at least one cell is missing, say the 1,1-th cell, it becomes 
somewhat obscure how the condition 
(5.43) E f!, '2) = 0 
J 
is to be imposed on the solutions. 
However, regardless of which conditions are imposed on the solutions 
to the normal equations 
(5.44) 
% % % 
% % % 
x^f, X'X, 
3i V 
^2 X'y 
.^3. 5^. 9 
the decomposition of • y'y into sum of squares as in Table 5.7 is unique. 
13U 
Table 5.7. The two-way factorial experiment with interaction. 
Source Degrees of Freedom Quadratic Form* 
Mean y'Moy 
F^ and Fg confounded 
^12"! y'fM-Mgjy 
F^ alone 
'^1"^12 
Fg alone 
*^"^12 
Remainder S* 
Interaction 
Error 
q-qLl-gg+SlG 
n-q 
e^x'EXjBj 
difference 
Total n y'y 
II X^FL-MYXG • 
\ 
X^(I-M)X^ X^(M^-M)XG h 
*A11 quadratic forms except that for "Remainder" are sums of squares. 
To determine appropriate ratios of mean squares for testing certain 
hypotheses we next turn our attention to the calculation of expected mean 
squares. The procedure developed in Chapter IV will be used here to 
examine fixed effects, random effects, and mixed effects models. 
The fixed effects model hypothesizes that the parameters . 3^, gg, 
and $2 are vectors of fixed constants a, 6 and g. Under this assump­
tion yy' has expectation 
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(5.U5) E[yy* ] = 0^1 
+ {X^A + X 6 + + X^B + X^G)' . 
The expected mean squares for the quantities in Table 5.11 can be calcu­
lated and are presented in Table 5.8. 
For the random effects hypothesis, the parameters and 3^ 
are assumed to be independently distributed random variables with means 
zero and variances 0^1^, Ogl^, and respectively. Under these 
assumptions the expectation of yy' is 
Applying this result to the expressions in Table 5-7 gives the expected 
mean squares displayed in Table 5.9. 
The mixed effects hypothesis has been a subject of discussion for some 
time. We will present the "usual" assumptions as well as a more appropri­
ate alternative. 
The "usual" assumptions are as follows: assume 3^ is a vector of 
fixed constants &, gg is a vector of random variables with mean zero and 
variance and is a vector of random variables with mean zero and 
variance o^^^st' these assumptions the quantity yy' has 
expectation 
(5.46) E[yy'] = a^I 
Table 5.8. Expected mean squares for the fixed effects two-way factorial with interaction. 
Source Degrees of Freedom Expected Mean Squares 
and F^ confounded q^g - 1 + (X^a + X^b + X^g)'(M-M^)(X^a + X^b + X^g)/{q_^ - 1 
alone q^ - + (X^a + Xggj'RgXifXjRgX^j'XlRgCX^a + x^gi/fq^ - q^g) 
Fg alone q^ - q^g + (X^b + X^g)'E^X^(Xp^X^)'Xp^(X^b + X^g)/(q^ -
Interaction q - q^ - + I12 (Xggj'RfXggj/fq - - Qg * "^12^ 
Error n - q 0^ 
Table 5.9. Expected mean squares for the random effects two-way factorial with interaction. 
Source Degrees of Freedom Expected Mean Squares 
and F^ confounded q^g - 1 cr^ + a^tr(Xj^(M-MQ)X^)/(q^2-l) + o^trfX^fM-MQyXgj/fq^g-l) 
+ ojgtrCXgfM-MQiXgj/q^g-l) 
F^ alone + aZtrfXjRgX^i/fq^-q^g) 
+ GZgtrfX^ERgXiCX^RgX^) 'Xp2]X3)/(q^-q^2) 
Fg alone q^ - q^g + oZtrCX^R^Xgj/fqg-q^g) 
+ a^gtr(X^[R^X2(Xp^Xg) 'X^R^lXgi/tqg-q^g) 
Interaction <1 - ^12 
Error n - q 
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(5.^7) E[yy'] = a^l + (X^a)(X^a)' 
+ GgXgX^ + O^gXgX^ . 
Using this quantity, the expected mean squares for the expressions in 
Table 5.7 can "be calculated and are given Table 5.10. 
The more appropriate alternative to the "usual" mixed effects model 
assumptions is "based on the fact that even though the vector 3^ is a 
vector of random variables, it satisfies some constraints, namely, 
(5.48) Z = 0 for all i . 
J=1 
For this reason, the vector 3^ is assumed to have a variance-covariance 
matrix 
(5.kg) 
V = 
V, 
<|) 
V. 
where each V^. has the form 
(5.50) \ - Ï •'t' 
The matrix X^ can be partitioned correspondingly into 
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(5»5l) ^2 ~ ^^3i''''*^3s^ ' 
The expected value of yy' can then be written as 
(5.52) E[yy'] = c^I + (X^a)(X^a)' 
^ alXjX' 4. Wk 
i—-L 
Substituting 5.50 in the above expression gives 
(5.53) E[yy'] = a^i + (x^a)(x^a)' + a^XgX^ 
•*" ^12 ^3i^k " t ^12 ^3i'^t^3i 
Let = 1^1^ and define 
(5.54) = R^Xg (X^R^Xg)'X^E^ 
Mgl = EgX^ (X'R2\)'X1K2 . 
then the expected mean squares for the quantities in Table 5.7 can be 
written as in Table 5.11. 
Table 5.10. Expected mean square for the mixed effects two-vay factor with interaction (Case l) 
Source Degrees of Freedom Expected Mean Squares 
and Fg confounded Cf^ + (X^<%) ' (M-M^ ) ( /q^g + a^tr( )Xg) /q^g 
+ a^gtr(X^(M-MQ)X^)/q^g 
F^ alone q^ - q^g + a'XpgX^a/(q^ - q^g) 
+ G^gtr(X^[RgX^(XpgX^) 'Xpg]Xg) /( q^ - q^) 
Fg alone qg - q^^g + O^trfX^R^Xgi/Cqg - q^g) 
+ aJgtr(X^[R^Xg(X^R3^Xg)'X^R^]X3)/(qg - q^g) 
Interaction q - q^ - qg + q^g + a^gtr(xpx2)/(q " Q^g) 
Error n - q 
Table 5.11. Expected mean squares for the mixed effects two-way factorial with interaction (Case II). 
Source Degrees of Freedom Expected Mean Squares 
and Fg confounded q^^ 0^ + (X^O.) ' () (X^a) ' q^g + Ogtr(X^(M-M^ )Xg) /q^g 
F^ alone q^ - q^g 0^ + a'Xj^RgX^a/(q^-q^g) 
Fg alone qg - q^g + G*tr(X^R^Xg)/(qg-q^g) 
+ O^gE Z ^^(^31^12^31 ) " t H^3i^l2*3iH^'^^'^~-12^ 
1—X 1—X 
s -s 
Interaction % " ^l " ^ 2 * %12 * °12^ ^ trfX^^RX^^) - Z l^X^^RXg^l^J/fq-q^-Og+qig) 
Error n - q 
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VI. NESTED FACTORS 
In this chapter the linear model 
(6.1) fijk = u + 4^' + ^ Cijk . 
where i = l,2,...,s, j = l,2,...,t, k = l,2,...,n^j, will be examined 
using the results and notation of previous chapters. The matrix represen­
tation of 6.1 can be written 
(6.2) y = 1^; + + e , 
where n = S n.., g' corresponds to the vector of parameters (fi^^,.. 
ii ij 1 
(l) (2) (2) 
f^ ), gg corresponds to the vector of parameters (f^^ ,...,f^^ ), and 
and Xg are the corresponding model matrices. Since the vector 1^ 
can be written 
(6.3) 1. = Vs = V: 2 st 
the mean y will be deleted from the model. Its contribution, however, 
will be computed when it is appropriate. Therefore, the basic model 
under discussion is 
(6.4) y = X^&i + Xggg + E , 
where C(X^)ClC(Xg). 
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A. Estimation 
1. The balanced complete case 
The case when n^^ = r (a constant) for all i and j will be 
discussed briefly to introduce the simple nested model. In this case the 
model matrices and Xg have the form 
(6.5) X^ = 1^ 8 (1^ a Ig) 
and 
(6.6) *2 = If 8 1st 
except for a possible reordering of the rows. To obtain a set of solu­
tions to the normal equations the nonestimable conditions 
t ( 2 )  
(6.7) Z f., = 0 for all i 
j=l ^ 
are usually in^osed on the parameters. These conditions can be written 
alternatively as 
(6.8) X^^Xggg = (|) . 
The reduced normal equations for eliminating are 
(6.9) X^R^Xggg = X'E^y . 
Ihh 
Since C(X^) C ClX^) , Theorem 3.1 can "be used to derive solutions to 
equations 6.9. That is, solutions to equations 6.9 can be obtained by 
imposing the estimable conditions 
(6.10) Xpgpg = (|) 
on the model 
(6.11) y = Xggg + n. 
The appropriate normal equations are 
(6.12) X^Xggg = X^R^y . 
g 
The corresponding solutions are derived from 
(6.13) • 
Clearly, 
(6.14) eÇi) = i = ri.. ' 
and 
(6.15) 
= fij. - ^ i-. ' 
1U5 
where the (•) denotes taking the mean over that subscript. BIiUlS's of 
(2) '^(2) 
estimable functions of f^j alone are made up of functions of f^j . 
Since there are no functions of f!^^ alone that are estimable, it is 
best to calculate BLUE's of confounded functions of the form 
(6.16) ' 
where XgBg conditionally zero (conditioned on expression 6.10). 
Clearly, any linear function of the observations a'y where a e C(X^) 
is a conditional BLUE of the parameters f!^^ alone. 
The analysis of variance can be displayed as in Table 6.1. The 
effect of the mean y can be removed by substracting the quantity y'%, 
where M = J ^, from the sum of squares due to factor F.. 
rst rst * 1 
Table 6.1. Balanced complete nested experiment. 
Analysis of Variance 
Source Sums of Squares 
Mean (y) 1 y'M y 
Factor F^ s - 1 y'(M^-M)y 
Factor Fg s(t - 1) y'fMg-Mjy 
Error st(r - 1) difference 
Total rst y'y 
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2. The general case 
For the case n. > 0 the model can still be written ij -
(6.17) y = + XgBg + e 
with C(X^) CClXg). The two sets of conditions 
(6.18) Z f. . - 0 for all i 
j=l 
and 
(6.19) XiXgGg = 0 
are no longer the same conditions. Although imposing either set to 
obtain unique solutions to the normal equations will give identical 
analysis of variance tables, the interpretations given to estimable 
functions is different. 
First, consider conditions 6.19 applied to the reduced normal equa­
tions for Bg eliminating 
Just as in the case when n. = r, a set of solutions Bg is given by 
(6.20) 
(6.21) Ws = W • 
lU7 
and the corresponding solutions 3^ are given by 
(6.22) • 
Since C(X^)C2 CfX^), it follows that there are no estimable functions of 
alone; therefore, we resort to conctcttonoC unbZa6en&66 again. That is, 
the function a'y is a conditionaZ BLUE of if E[a'y] = + 
^i^i^2^2 some vector n^. Clearly, for any vector a such that 
a £ C(X^), the function a'y is a conditional BLUE of for some 
vector Any function b'y such that b e C(R^Xg) is BLUE for its 
expectation, which is a function of gg alone. 
Now consider conditions 6.I8. These conditions have an advantage over 
conditions 6.19 in that they are independent of the data. The solutions 
obtained by imposing these conditions when there are no empty cells and 
when a mean y is included in the model are 
(6.23) W = y,,, , 
(6.2k) = ïi.. - y... . 
(6-25) 'S'il.-yi-- • 
where = I ^ = I J ?... = 
1 J 1 
— Z y.. . The functions 
St .j ij-
(6.26) f!^) - f[^^ 
are C-onditionaZ BLUE'6 of f^^^ - f^^^, where the conditioning is upon 
6.18. 
Ilt8 
When there are missing cells, say the 1,1-th cell, it becomes obscure, 
as it did in the previous chapter, as to how the condition 
(6.27) Z f!,) = 0 
j 
is imposed on the solutions. 
B. Tests of Hypotheses 
The analysis of variance table for general (n^^ ^  O) two-factor 
nested experiment is given in Table 6.2. The effect of the mean has been 
subtracted from the sum of squares attributable to factor F^. The matrix 
M is the orthogonal projection operator on C(1 ) where n = S n 
1 * ij 
and is equal to — J . 
^ n n 
Table 6.2. General two-factor nested experiment. 
Source 
Analysis of Variance 
Decrees of Freedom Sums of Squares 
Mean (ji) 1 y'M y 
Factor F^ r(X^) - 1 y'(M^-M)y 
Factor Fg rCXg) - r(X^) y'(Mg-M^)y 
Error n - rfXg) y'(l-Mg)y 
Total n y'y 
From the fact that C(l^) C C(X^)CZ ClX^), it follows that the product of 
any two matrices in the quadratic forms of Table 6.2 is null. That is. 
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(6.28) M(M^ - M) = 4) 
M(Mg - M^) = $ 
M(I - Mg) = <i) 
(M^ - M)(Mg - M^) = * 
(M^ - M)(I - Mg) = (J) 
(Mg - M)(I - Mg) = 4, . 
It therefore follows that the quadratic forms in Table 6.2 are 
independently distributed. Their expectations and expected mean square 
can be calculated for the random effects, fixed effects, and mixed 
effects models. 
For the random effects models 3^ and $g are assumed to be inde­
pendent random vectors with variances 0^1^ and Ggl^^. This gives 
E[yy'] as 
Using the results of Chapter IV, the expected value of the sum of squares 
for is 
(6.29) E[yy'] = 0=1 + + a^XgX^ . 
(6.30) E[SS(F^)] = offrCX^) - 1) 
+ a: |tr(X£(M^ - M)X^) + a2tr(X^(M^ - M)Xg) . 
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The expected value of the aura of squares for is 
(6.31) EfSSfFg)] = a^(r(Xg) - r(X^)) + Ggtr(X^(l -
The expected mean squares corresponding to these sums of squares are 
displayed in the table below. 
Table 6.3. Expected mean squares for the random effects nested model. 
Source Degrees of Freedom* Expected Mean Squares 
Factor F^ q^ + a2tr(X|(l-M)X^)q^ + a|tr(X^(M^-M)Xj,)/q^ 
Factor F^ q^ + (^tr(X^(l-M^)Xg)/qg 
^q^ = r(X^) - 1, and q^ = rfXg) - r(X^) 
For the fixed effects model we assume and are fixed vectors 
of constants, a and b. The expected value of yy' is 
(6.32) E[yy'] = + (X^a + X^b)(X^a + X^b)' . 
Therefore, the expected value of the sums of squares for 3^ for 
alone are respectively 
(6.33) E[SS(F^)] = aq^ + ((X^a + Xg6)'(M^-M)(X^a. + Xgb)) , 
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(6.34) EESSCFg)] =0^2 + (6'X^(l-M^)Xg6) ,  
with and as defined in Table 6.3. 
The expected mean squares corresponding to expressions 6.33 and 6.3'i 
are displayed in the table below. 
Table 6.U. Expected mean squares for the fixed effects nested model. 
Source Degrees of Freedom Expected Mean Squares 
+ (X^a + Xgbi'fM^-MiCX^a + Xg6)/q^ 
qg + b'X^R^Xgb/qg 
The mixed model yields two distinct cases for a nested factor because 
the results are different for 3^ fixed and random from what they 
are when is assumed to be random and gg fixed. 
Case I. Assume 6^ is a vector of fixed constants a and Pg is 
a vector of independently distributed random variables b with mean zero 
and variance o|. The appropriate expected mean squares can easily be 
calculated and are displayed in Table 6.5. 
Factor F^ 
Factor Fg 
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Table 6.5. Expected mean squares for mixed effects model (Case I) 
Source Degrees of Freedom Expected Moan !jtjuuro:i 
Factor q^ + a2tr(X|(l-M)X^)/q^ + t'X^(M^-M)X^b/q^ 
Factor Fg q^ + b'X^(M^-M)Xgb/qg 
In this situation it may also be reasonable to assume that the parameters 
(2) (2) 
f^j and f^j, are correlated. Then the vector 3^ has variance-
covariance matrix of the form 
(6.35) 
V = 
<1> 
V. 
<j) 
V 
Partitioning X^ into ^21'*"*^2s the following expression for 
E[yy']. 
(6.36) E[yy'] = oH + (X^a)(X^a)' 
^ ^2lV2i 
The expectation of the quadratic form y'Ay can be written as 
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(6.37) E[y'Ay] = .oHr(A) + (X^a)'A(X^a) 
+ T. tr(AX V XI ) . 
i=l ^ 
Furthermore, if it is assumed V. has the form 1 
(6.38) V. = v.I^ + PjJj 
= Vt PiVt • 
then expression 6.37 can be written 
(6.39) E[y'Ay] = oHrih) + (X^a)'A(X^a) 
* j \tr(X..AXg.) 4. j pa;x'.AX,jl, 
1=1 1=1 
The expected mean squares using expression 6.39 are presented in the 
following table. 
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Table 6.6. Expected mean squares for the mixed effects model when the 
parameters have a correlation structure. 
Source Degrees of Freedom Expected Mean Squares 
Factor F^ + a'Xj^(l-M)X^a/q^ 
1=1 
1=1 
s 
Factor Fg q^ + % v^tr(X^^R^X^^)/q2 
i—1 
1=1 
Case II. Assume is a vector of random variables with mean (|) 
and variance o^I^, and 3^ is a vector of known constants b. Then the 
expectation of yy' is 
(6.ko) E[yy'] = ah + a^X^Xj + (X^biCX^b)' . 
The expected mean squares for the quantities in Table 6.2 are given in 
Table 6.?. 
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Table 6.7. Expected mean squares for the mixed effects model (Case II). 
Source Degrees of Freedom Expected Mean Squares 
Factor F^ q^ + a^tr(X^(l-M)X^)/q^ 
+ b'X^CM^-MOXgb/q^ 
Factor Fg q^ + b'X^E^X^b/q^ 
I')C) 
VII. MULTIFACTOR EXPERIMENTS 
In this chapter the results of Chapter IV are extended to models with 
more than two partitions. Natural partitions of estimable functions and 
their corresponding BLUE's are used to partition the e^t^cction 6pace. 
C{X). 
A. Estimation 
The partitioned linear model with p partitions will be written as 
P (7.1) y = Z X 3 .  +  E  ,  
i=l ^ 1 
where X^ and 3^ have dimensions n x p^ and p^ x 1, respectively, 
and e is a vector of random variables with mean zero and variance a^I. 
In the development that follows extensive use will be made of the follow­
ing operators. Define : 
(7.2) P[i^,i2,...,i^] to be the orthogonal projection operator 
on the column space of the matrix (X. ,X. ), 
\ ^2 ^s 
(7.3) MCi^jig,.•.,ig] to be the orthogonal projection operator 
on intersection of the column spaces of X. ,...,and X. , 
^1 ^2 ^s 
i l . h )  EEi^jig,...,ig] to be the orthogonal projection operator 
on the complement of the column space of (X. ,X. ,...,X. ), 
^1 ^2 ^s 
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(7.5) ..,ig] to be the orthogonal projection operator 
on the complement of the intersection of the column spaces 
of X, jX, ) # # * ) oncl X, • 
^1 ^2 ^s 
The correspondence between these operators and those introduced in 
Chapter IV is as follows: 
M = M[l,2] 
Ml = P[l] , 
«2 = P[2] , 
P = P[l,2] 
«1 
1—
1 
PH II 
«2 = R[2] , 
I-M = N[l,2] 
Let S denote a particular set of subscripts 
(7.6) S = {i^.ig ig} , 
then the following hold, 
i) R[S] = I - P[S] , 
ii) N[S] = I - M[S] . 
The order in which the subscripts appear as well as the 
times a subscript appears within the brackets is immaterial, 
ing additional properties will be stated without proof. 
number of 
The follow-
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iii) P[i] = M[i,i] . 
iv) R[i] = N[i,i] , 
v) P[S]M[S] = M[S]P[S] = M[S] , 
vi) M[S]R[S] = R[S]M[S] = (|) , 
vii) N[S]R[S] = R[S]N[S] = R[S] . 
If and 8g are sets of subscripts such that Sg then 
viii) MLS^MS^] = = MtSg] , 
ix) nLs^InLs^] = WES^lNlS^] = N[S^] , 
x) pLs J^pEs^] = PESglPfs^] = P[S^] , 
xi) REs^lRESg] = RLSgjRES^] = RESg] . 
xii) If E[S^]Z = 4) for some vector z, then 
xiii) If W[S^]z = (|) for some vector z, then 
xiv) If P[S^]z = z for some vector z, then 
XV) If M[S2]z = z for some vector z, then 
Let S be the complete set of indices 
(7.7) S = {1,2,...,p} , 
then define for any set of indices a set which is the complement 
of S^, i.e. is the set of indices in S that are not in S^. Also 
let i denote all subscripts except i. 
Using the operators and notation defined above, a generalization of 
Theorem it.l can be established. Consider the following groups of column 
spaces : 
RCSglz = (j) . 
NLS I^Z = (j) . 
PlSgjz = z . 
M[S^]z = z . 
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Group 1 ; C{R[i]X.), i - 1,2 
1 
Group 2 : C(R[Ï3]X^) H C(R[Ï3]XJ), i,J = 1,2,...,p, 
Group 3 : C(R[ïjk]X^) 0 C(R[ÏJk]Xj)n C(R[ïjk]X^), i,j,k = l,2,...,p, 
(7.8) :  :  :  
Group p-1: C(R[i]X^) H ...fl C{R[i]X^_j^) fl ••• nC(R[i]Xp), 
Group p : C(X^) fl ClXg) O ...OClX^). 
Since P[S] has the form 
(7.9) p[s] = (X. ...X. )[(x. ...X. ) '(x. ...X )r(x. ...X. )' 
^1 ^s h h ^1 
•p 
i = l,2,...,p. 
and M[S] has the form 
(7.10) M[S] = X^A(A'Xp^A)"A'X| 
for some matrix A, it is clear that a vector z in any of the above 
column spaces can he written as 
(7.11) z = Z X.p. , 
i=l 
for some vectors p^^...,Pp. Therefore a vector in any of these column 
spaces is BLUE for its expectation. Let a be a vector in one of the 
first group of column spaces, i.e. 
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(7.12) a e C|R[k]Xj^) . 
Consider 
P (7.13) E[a'y] = a'E[y] = Z a'X.g. . 
i=l 1 
Since a e C(R[k]X^), there exists a vector p such that 
(7.Ik) a = R[k]Xj^p . 
Expression 7.12 now becomes 
(7.15) E[a'y] 
Therefore a,'y is BLUE for an estimable function of 
Next let & be a vector contained in one of the 
second group, i.e. 
P 
= p'X^R[k]X^g. 
= "'Vk 
alone. 
column spaces in the 
(7.16) a  e  C(R[ij] x . )  n  C(R[ij]X j )  
l6l 
The expected value of a'y is 
P 
(7.17) E[a'y] = Z a'X,B. 
k=l 
= n{xp[Ij]x.g. + n^xjR[ïj]XjGj 
= + AgBj . 
Therefore a'y is BLUE for an estimable function of 3. and 3 . The 
1 J 
following theorem will be used to show that X^3^ and XgBj are not 
individually estimable. 
Theorem 7.1 The column spaces listed in expression 7.8 are 
disjoint. 
Proof First consider those spaces represented by 
C(R[I]X_) i=l,2,...,p. 
Suppose the vector A is in both C|R[I]X.) and C(R[j]X.), then there 
1 J 
exists vectors ri^ and r\^ such that 
a. = R[ï]x_ni = RljlXjng • 
The quantity a'a can be written as 
a'a = T1|X| R[I]'R[I]x^ni . 
Since R[i] is symmetric and idempotent. 
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a'a = n{X' R[3]XjTi2 
Therefore, within the first group the column spaces are disjoint. 
Now, consider a vector a. that is contained in two distinct column 
spaces of the second group. Applying the same type of argument as above 
gives 
a. E C{R[ij]X^ ) 0 C(R[ij]Xj) 
and 
a E C{R[nm]X^ ) H C{R[5m]xJ , 
where at least one of the subscripts i or j is different from the 
subscripts n and m. Assume i # n and i 5^ m. Then 
a = R[Ij]X_ni 
and 
a = R[nm]X^Ti2 
for some vectors ri^ and Tig. The quantity a'a can be written as 
a'a = n^x^ R[ïj]'R[îj]x^ni 
= nj^x' RCIjJx^ni 
= Ti{X^ R[nm]X^Ti2 
= * . 
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Using the fact that R[S]X^ = <J) for all such that 1 # G, the 
procedure above can be repeated for all the groups of column spaces in 
expression (7.8). This procedure can also be used to show the disjoint-
edness of column spaces in different groups. 
Consider any vector a. from one of the column spaces in group i 
that is also a vector in one of the column spaces of group j with 
i # j. 
Then a. can be expressed as 
= RESjlXgng 
for some vectors and rig where k is any subscript in and Z 
is any vector in . Thus 
a'a = R[8i]'R[S.]X^ni 
= 
= RCSjlXgng . 
Since the sets of subscripts and 8^ are not the same set, 
there is a subscript h such that h e and h e . Letting k = h 
gives 
16U 
a'a = n{x^R[8j 
= ni(«Xjn2 
= (J) . 
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
We can associate with any set of subscripts 
S = {i^jig>.•.»ig} } 
the space 
C{S) = C(R[S]X^) 
with R[(j)] = I. It can easily be seen that there are 2^-1 distinct 
sets S. Therefore, C(X^,...,Xp) can be partitioned into at least 
2^-1 disjoint subspaces. The following lemma will be useful for 
establishing that the 2 ^ - 1  subspaces C(s) in fact span C(X^,.... 
Lemma 7.1 Let B be any basis for .Q, C(X.). Then the two 
—— ito 1 
spaces 
Ss 
and 
C(R[S]B) 
are the same. 
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Proof Let d be any vector contained in C(R[S]B), then d can 
be written as 
a = R[8]X_ni 
for all i e S and for some set of vectors This implies that 
A E (C{R[S]X^)) . 
Therefore, 
C(R[S]B) C C(R[S]XJ . 
Icb 1 
Let b be any vector in C(R[S]X^). This implies that for any 
i e S there exists a vector such that 
b = R[g]X^n^ . 
Without loss of generality we can assume that S contains k elements, 
l,2,...,k. For i = 1 and 2, 
b = R[s]x^n^ 
= REslXgHg 
Therefore, 
l66 
- REslXgHg = * , 
R[s](x^n^ - XgHg) = <J), 
X^tlj - XgTlg = P[S](X^Tlj^ — ^2^2) ) 
and finally 
X^Til = XgHg + P[S](X^n^ - XgHg) . 
Since the last term is a vector in ...,X ), we can write 
% = % * p • 
where p e C(X^+2,'..,X^). Equivalently, 
fa = R[ s]ri , 
where n e [C(X^) fl ClXg.Xj^^^,... jX )]. Any such vector n satisfies 
n = ?! + 
where e tC(X^) H CiX^)] and e X )1. Because for any 
Sg, R[S] = (j), therefore 
fa = R[S]Ç^ 
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where e [C(X^)0 CfXg)]. Now treating C(X^)H C(Xg) as a space Z 
we show in the same way that 
b = RLSIÇ^ 
where 
Cg E [C|Z)n ClXg)] 
or 
^2 e [ClX^lPlClXg) n CIX^)] 
Hence 
b = R[s]n , 
where n G [C|X^) fl C(Xg) D C(Xg)]. This procedure can he continued for 
all i e S to give the result 
jig C(R[8]X_)CZC(R[8]B) , 
and therefore the two spaces above are identical. 
Next we will determine the dimension of C(S) "by establishing the 
rank of the matrix E[S]B. Since for any other basis for C(X_) 
we can write 
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for some matrix D, and any vector p in C(B[S]BQ) can be written as 
p = RESIBQTI 
for some n, it follows that there exists a vector y such that 
p = R[S]BQY • 
Therefore, construct B^ as follows. Let B^ = (B^jB^) where B^ is a 
full-rank basis for C{p[S]) H C(B) and BG is its extension to a full-
rank "basis for C(B). Then E[S]BQ forms a basis for C(R[S3B). We can 
write 
R[S]BG = (O.RFSLBG) . 
Assume that the columns of RfSjBg are not linearly independent. Then 
there exists a nonzero vector a such that 
RESLBGO. = <J) . 
This implies that 
Bgd = PEslB^a . 
Because of the construction of B^, the vector B^a must be nonzero. 
However this implies that is a vector in C(P[S]) which is 
impossible. Therefore, no such vector a exists, and the columns of 
REsjBg are linearly independent. This gives 
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(7.18) rank(R[S]B) = rank(R[S]BQ.) 
= rank(B) - clim[C(P[S]) H C{B)] 
= dim[C(B)] - dim[C(P[S])n C(B|] . 
From Lemma 7.1 and expression 7.18, the following lemma can be proved. 
Lemma 7 . 2  Let J denote the collection of 2^-1 possible 
subsets S of the first p integers that yield distinct spaces C|S) 
for S e J. Then the following holds 
(7.19) dim[C(XT,...,X )] = Z dim[C(S)] . 
^ ^ SeJ 
Proof For convenience we will construct the class J so that it 
contains exactly 2^-1 sets S, where each set has the form 
(7.20) S = {i^ ij^} , 
with i^ < ig < ... < i^. The dimension of C(X^,...,Xp) can be written 
as 
(7.21) dim[C|X^,...,Xp)] = {dim[C(X^)] - dim[C(X^) Q C(Xg,...,X^)]} 
+ {dimCCiXg)] - dimtCfXg) H CIX^,...,X^)]} 
+ {dim[C(X J] - dim[C(X^ JD C l X j ] }  p—X p-x p 
+ {dim[C(Xp)]} . 
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From expression 7.18 it follows that 
dim[C(X^)] - dim[C(X^) H ClX^ X^) ] = dim[C(l)] . 
Now consider the second line of expression 7.21, with quantity, 
dimtCfXg) n C(X^,Xg,...,Xp)], added and subtracted, 
(7.22) dim[C(Xg)] - dim[C(Xg)H ClX^.X^,...,Xp)] 
+  d i m t C f X g l f l  C ( X ^ , X 2 , . . . , X p ) ]  -  d i m f C f X g ) ( 1  
From expression 7.18 it follows that the first line of 7.22 is dim[C(2)]. 
Using the fact that for arbitrary matrices A and B, each with n 
rows, 
(7.23) dim[C(A,B)] = diin[C(A)] + dim[C(B)] 
- dim[C(A) n C(B)] . 
Letting C(A) = ClXg)n C(X^) and C(B) = C(X^) fl C(X^,... ,X^), it 
follows that 
(7.24) dimlCfXg) n C(X^,X^,...,X^)] = dimLClXg) fl C(X^)] 
+ dimEClXg) n C(X2,...,Xp)] 
- dimEClXg) n C(X^)n C{X3,...,Xp)]. 
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Substituting expression J . 2 k  in T . 2 2  gives 
aim[C(2)] + dim[C{x^) H C(Xg)] 
- dim[C(X^) n C(Xg)n C(X2,...,Xp)] 
+ dimlCfXg) n C(X2,...,Xp)] 
- dimCCCXg)n C(X2,...,Xp)] 
= dim[C|2)] + diin[C(l,2)] . 
A similar type of argument can be applied to the third line of 7.21 
to show that 
dimLCtXg)] - dimEClXg)(1 C(X^,...,X^)] 
= dim[C{3)] + dim[C(l,3)] + dim[C(2,3)] 
+ dim[C(l,2,3)] . 
In general, the k-th line of expression 7.21 gives 
Z  dim[C( s ) ]  
such that the maximum element of S is equal to k. Therefore, every 
set S e J is represented in one and only one of the lines in expression 
7.21, and 
(7.25) dim[C(X-,...,X )] = Z dim[C{S)]. 
P SeJ 
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Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 therefore establish the following extension of 
Theorem 4.2. 
Theorem 7 . 2  Given a partitioned linear model with p partitions, 
any linear function of the observations a'y that is BLUE for its expec­
tation can be written 
=1 
where = 
a ' y  =  E  p' y + ... + E p! y , 
i=l i=l 
, i = l,2,...,p and p. , is a vector contained in the ij 
i-th column space of the j-th group. In other words 
Pll^ 
is' BLUE for an estimable function in 3^ alone, 
is BLUE for an estimable function in two of the sets of parameters, say 
and 3^» and so on until 
is BLUE for an estimable function in all of the sets of parameters. The 
following extension of the definitions of confounding given in Chapter IV 
will be of use. 
Definition The s linear functions A,3. ,X^3. ,...,A. 3. are 
12 ^s 
said to be compZe.te£i/ confounded whenever the function 
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Y = £ X 3. 
J=1 ^ j 
is estimable and has BLUE of the form 6'y where 6 is a vector such 
that 
6 € C(Og R[S]Xjl 
and S = {i^jig,...,ig}. The function y can also be said to be 
inie.paJia.bZ&. 
Definition The linear function X^3. + ... + A 3. is said to 
1 ® ^s 
be a separable estimable function if it is estimable and its BLUE can be 
written as 6'y where 6 can be written nontrivially as the sum 
6 = ^1 + Ôg 
with 6^ e C( s ) ,  ^ C(S), where S = {i^,...,i^}. 
B. The Maximum Number of Partitions 
One of the most apparent drawbacks of this partitioning process seems 
to be the inordinately large number of partitions generated. In this 
section it is demonstrated that in most cases many of these spaces are 
null. For example, suppose there exists subscripts i and j (i # j) 
such that 
C(X.)CC(XJ) . 
Then it is clear that R[8]X_ = <j) for any set S such that j # 8. 
Therefore, for all sets of indices S such that j ^  S and i e S, 
nk 
CIs) = 4» • 
There are 2^ ^  - 1 sets S that do not contain j, and of these sets, 
of them contain i. Therefore, whenever one of the factors in a 
linear model nests another factor, there can be no more than 
(7.26) 2^ - 2P-2 _ 1 
spaces C(S). 
Suppose there exists subscripts i,j,k such that 
ciy cc(xjcc(xj) , 
then C(S) = <}) for the following cases: 
k i 1 
0 X 0 
X X 0 
X 0 0 
X 0 X 
where X denotes inclusion in a set and 0 denotes exclusion. There 
are 2^ ^  sets having each of the four configurations; therefore, there 
are no more than 
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(7.27) 2^ - (U)2^~^ - 1 
spaces C(S) which are non-null. When there are four successively nested 
factors 
c (x^) d C (Xj^) d c (X. ) d c (Xj ), 
the following situations produce null spaces: 
I k i 1 
0 0 X 0 
0 X 0 0 
0 X X 0 
0 X 0 X 
X 0 0 0 
X 0 0 X 
X 0 X 0 
X 0 X X 
X X 0 0 
X X 0 X 
X X X 0 
There are 2^ sets satisfying each of the eleven configurations, so 
there can he no more than 
(7.28) 2^ - (11)2^"^ -1 
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spaces C(s) that are non-null. In general, if r spaces are succes­
sively nested, there will be no more than 
(7.29) 2^ - (2^ - r - 1)2^"^ - 1 
spaces C|S) that are not empty. When all p column spaces C(X^) 
i = l,2,...,p are nested, there can be no more than p spaces C(S) 
that are not empty. 
Now consider the case when there exists subscripts i, j and k such 
that 
C(XJCC(X^) , 
and 
c(Xj)cc(x^) . 
Then C(S) will be null for all S such that k ^ S and i e S or 
j G S. There are 2^"^ sets that satisfy each of the configurations 
below: 
1 1 à 
0 x 0  
X 0 0 
X X 0 . 
Therefore, there are no more than 
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(7.30) 2^ - (3)2^"^ - 1 
spaces C{S) that are non-null. Suppose there are r subscripts 
such that 
c(x ,  )c :c {x  )  .  
Then C(S) = (j) whenever k ^  S and e S for at least one J. There 
are 2^-1 non-empty subsets of For each of these con­
figurations there are sets S that contain exactly one of these 
subsets and have k absent. Therefore, in general, there can be no more 
than 
(7.31) 2^ - (2^ - 1)2^"^"^ - 1 
spaces C{S) that are non-empty. The case r = 2 will arise when the 
matrix represents the interaction of and X^. Of course, in 
any case the number of non-null subspaces can never exceed the rank 
(Xj^,... ,X^). 
Suppose that 
c{x^)c ;c (x . )  
for all i = 1,2,...,p. Then C(S) = (f) for all S such that i e S 
except for the set S = {l,2,...,p}. There are 2^"^ sets S that 
contain i, one of them being the set with all subscripts present. 
Therefore, there is a maximum of 
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2^ - (2^"^ - 1) - 1 = 2^ - 2^"^ = 2^"^ 
non-null spaces C(S). This result is particularly applicable since 
usually corresponds to a column vector of ones and forms a one-dimensional 
subspace of every other partition regardless of unequal numbers or missing 
cells as long as each of the other matrices X. corresponds to one of the 
terms in the model. 
The maximum numbers of non-empty subspaces C(S) are given in 
Table 7.1 for some common designs. 
Table 7.1. Maximum number of non-null subspaces C(S). 
Model 
Maximum Number 
of Partitions 
^ijk ^  ^ ij ^ijk 1 
2 
2 
k 
5 
3 
6 
rijkA = w + a. + bj + c^ + 9 
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C. Orthogonal Data Situations 
The linear model 
P 
(7.32) y = E X e + E 
i=l 
is said to be of maximal rank if rank (X^s...,X^) cannot be increased 
by adding more observations consistent with the model restrictions. 
There are cases when the model is of maximal rank and the subclass 
frequencies are unequal, yet the data still admit an orthogonal decomposi­
tion of the estimation space, e.g. proportional subclass frequencies. 
Such models will be called orthogonal models of maximal rank. A main-
effects model that is orthogonal of maximal rank would have the analysis 
of variance displayed in Table "J.2. 
Table 7.2. Main-effects, orthogonal maximal rank model. 
Source 
Analysis of Variance 
Degrees of Freedom Sums of Squares 
Mean (3^^) 1 y'(M[l])y 
Factor F^ (gg) y'(M[2] - M[l])y 
Factor F y'(M[p] - M[l])y 
Error n - (Z p^ - p + 1) difference 
Total n y'y 
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The matrices of the quadratic forms in Table 7 . 2  are orthogonal, and 
therefore, each sum of squares and corresponding mean square is indepen­
dently distributed for y with variance a^I. The expected mean squares 
can be calculated by evaluating E[yy'] for the hypothesis in question, 
then 
(7.33) E[y'Ay] = tr(A E[yy']) . 
Orthogonal models of submaximal rank can also be defined. Model 7.1 
is said to be of submaximal rank when rank (X^,...,X^) can be increased 
by adding more observations consistent with the model restrictions. 
In such a case it is necessary to examine the individual space C{S) 
generated by the analysis. Therefore, let J be the class of sets S 
such that if S e J then C{S) is non-null. For orthogonal submaximal 
rank models 
C(S) 1 C(T) 
for S e J and T e J. In order to display the analysis of variance and 
tests of hypothesis more clearly, the elements of J can be enumerated 
in the following manner. Any set S e J consists of integers whose 
values are between 1 and p inclusive. Assign two subscripts i and 
j to sets S where i denotes the cardinality of the set and j is a 
number between 1 and the number of sets S. with cardinality i. In 
other words the elements of J can be listed as 
I8l 
11 
12 
'^1 
^21 
S 
H 
where is the number of sets in J with cardinality i. To simplify 
notation and for use later let M[S^j] be the orthogonal projection 
operator on C(S..). For the case under discussion M[S. ] = J M[k]. 
Ij Ij KEo^j 
The analysis of variance table can be presented in sections as in Table 
7.3. 
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Table 7.3. Analysis of variance for an orthogonal submaximal rank model. 
Analysis of Variance 
Source Degrees of Freedom Sums of Squares 
Effects involving 
^11 dim[C(S^^)] y*M[S^]y 
CM H
 
to 
•
 '
 
dim[C(S^2)] y'MLs^gly 
X 
dim[C(S^^)] 
Effects involving g. and g. 
1 J 
^21 dimEClSg^)] y'MLSg^ly 
.
.
 
dimlClSgg)] y'MESggly 
CVJ 
•
 •
 
CO 
dim[C(S2k^)] y'M[S2j^^]y 
" • 
Effects involving all 6^ 
dim[C|s J] pi y'M[Spi]y 
Error n - dim[C(X)] difference 
Total n y'y 
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Since the mean is included in it may "be desirable to partition 
y'M[S^l]y into two parts, one for the mean and one for the remainder. 
Because C(S^j) 1 C( for 1^1 or j # k we have 
(7.3k) M[s^j] = 4> , 
which is sufficient for the quadratic forms y'M[S^j]y and 
to "be independently distributed when Var(y) = Expected mean 
squares can be derived using 7.33. 
The decision whether or not to pool some of the sums of squares in 
Table 7.3 should be made on the basis of the experimental material. 
D. Non-orthogonal Data Situations 
In this section the general linear classificatory model is discussed. 
To aid in developing an understanding of the analysis of variance for 
this type of model, we will first examine a geometrical interpretation of 
the analysis. 
1. The geometry of the non-orthogonal analysis of variance 
Many text books on linear models portray least squares model fitting 
as in Figure 7.1. 
Figure 7.1. Linear regression 
l81t 
The analysis of variance table is nothing more than a display of the 
distances squared that are displayed in Figure 7.1. Because of the 
Pythagorean theorem and the fact that two of the distances displayed in 
Figure 7.1 are orthogonal, the sums of squares add up to the total. The 
/s /s. 
vector y = Xg is the orthogonal projection of the vector y onto the 
estimation -ipace. C(X). This space C(X) characterizes BLUE's of esti­
mable functions of g. The vector y - X$ is the difference between y 
and y, the distance from y to y, or the orthogonal projection of y 
on the complement of C|X). This complement is commonly called the QAAOh. 
4pac.e. The analysis of variance generally involves the decomposition of 
C(X) into several parts, i.e. C(X) = C(X^,Xg,...,Xp). If the parts are 
orthogonal, a more general form of the Pythagorean theorem applies and 
the squared distances displayed in the analysis of variance table still 
sum to the squared length of y. When the suhspaces of C|X) are not 
orthogonal, the squared distances in the analysis of variance table do no 
not sum to y'y. 
The interpretation to be given to the decomposition presented here 
is as follows. The space of all vectors a. such that a'y is BLUE of 
its expectation is partitioned according to E[a'y]. The space spanned 
by those vectors a. such that 
(T.35) E[a'y] = X.B, , 
where any partial sum of 7.36 is not estimable, makes up one partition 
C(S^j) of C{X). The vector 
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(7.36) M[8.J]Y , 
where M[S..] denotes the orthogonal projection operator on C|S ), is ij 1J 
a projection of y such that the distance from y to C(8.j) is a 
minimum. The quantity y'M[S..]y is square of the length of projection 
of y onto C(S ). The projected vectors y. . =M[S..]y for all values 
of i and J are not orthogonal. The cases when these are orthogonal 
were discussed in previous sections. The next section discusses cases 
when only some of the y.. are orthogonal. 
^ J 
2. Partial orthogonality 
Consider the space C(S) where S = {l,2,...,p}, that is, the inter­
section of all This space is orthogonal to all C(I) since any 
vector a. in C(S) can he written as 
(7.37) a = X.n 
and any vector fa in C(i) can "be written 
(7.38) b = R[i]p ; 
therefore, a'fa = (|). This can be extended to the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.3 Let and be any sets of subscripts such that 
8^^ 8g, then the spaces C(S^) and CfSg) are orthogonal. 
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Proof Since there exists at least one subscript i 
such that i e Sg but i ^ S^. Any vector a in C('o^) can be written 
(7.39) a = RLSglX^n 
for some vector rj» Any vector fa in C(S^) can be written 
(7.ko) b = R[Sj^]p 
for some vector p. From property xi 
(7.41) RESg] R[S^] = R[S^] 
This gives 
a'fa = n'Xj RfSg] R[S^]p 
= n'x^ R[s.]p 
= 4» 
since R[S^] = <j), which establishes the orthogonality property. 
Theorem 7 . 3  establishes a property that will be useful in displaying 
the analysis of variance and also for proving the following corollary. 
Corollary 7.1 The BLUE of the completely confounded function 
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is •uncorrelated with any estimable function of the form 
when 8^ ^  8g. 
The above corollary will be used in a subsequent section for calcu­
lating the variances of BLUE's of estimable functions. 
E. Decomposition of Sums of Squares 
In this section the regression sum of squares 3'X'Xg or y'y will 
be partitioned into a sum of sums of squares where each partition is 
associated with one of the spaces C(S). Recall that M[S], the orthog­
onal projection operator on C(S), has the form 
(7.1*2) M[S] = R[S] M[S](M[S] R[S] M[S]rM[S] R[S] . 
Since X !^Xg = X !^y = X|y for any X^, i = 1,... ,p, the following holds, 
(7.^3) 3'X'M[S3X3 = y'M[s]y = y'M[S]y 
for all sets S e J. Therefore, the regression sum of squares can be 
written 
(7.44) y'y = I y'M[S]y + y'(l - S M[S])y 
SeJ SeJ 
= E y'M[S]y + remainder . 
SeJ 
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For the immediate discussion, the second term on the right side of 
expression 7.^4 will he called a "remainder" and will he examined in more 
detail later. The sums of squares y'M[S]y will be displayed in a differ­
ent fashion from the standard analysis of variance table. This will help 
to illustrate the partial orthogonalities introduced earlier. 
For exan^le, consider a three-factor main-effects model 
(7.U5) y = + XgBg + XgGg + E. 
The analysis of variance can be displayed as in Table T.k. 
Table 7.4. A three-factor main-effects model. 
F(l);y'M[l]y F(2):y'M[2]y F(3);y'M[3]y 
Confounding 
F(l) + F(2) 
y'M[l,2]y 
Confounding 
F(l) + F(3) 
y'M[l,3]y 
Confounding 
F(2) + F(3) 
y'Ml2,3]y 
Confounding 
F(l) + F(2) + F(3) 
y'M[l,2,3]y 
ERROR 
y'R[l,2,3]y 
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The lines drawn in Table indicate the partial orthogonalities 
always present in the analysis. Two sums of squares in this table are 
independently distributed if they can be joined by following the lines 
either up the table or down the table but not in both directions. The 
degrees of freedom associated with any of the sums of squares y'M[S]y 
in Table 7.^ is rank (M[S]). 
Table 7.5 displays this type of analysis for a four-factor main-
effects model. Again, entries that can be joined by following the lines 
up in the table or down in the table but not in both directions are 
independent. For the large majority of cases many of the spaces repre­
sented in Table 7.5 will be null; and therefore, the corresponding sum 
of squares will not appear. 
It is interesting to note the type of analysis obtained for a 
factorial model with interactions. Table 1.6 illustrates the analysis of 
a three-factor experiment with all interactions present in the model. 
The model can be written 
7 
(7.k6) y = Z X 3 , 
i=l ^ 1 
where 3^, Bg, 3g correspond to the main-effect parameters for the three 
factors; 3j^, 3^, 3g correspond to the three two-factor interactions; and 
3y corresponds to the three-factor interaction. The inherent nesting of 
the interactions forms a superstructure above the main-effects that is the 
mirror image of the structure below the main-effects. Notice that the 
analysis below the dashed line is in fact the main-effect analysis. 
Table 7.5. A four-factor main-effects model. 
F(1);y'M[l]y F(2);y'M[2]y F(3);y'M[3]y F(4) ;y'M[ij]y 
Confounding 
F(l) + F(2) 
y'M[l,2iy 
Confounding 
F(l) + F(3) 
y'M[l,3]y 
Confounding 
F(l) + F(U) 
y'M[l,b]y 
Confounding 
F(2) + F(3) 
y'M[2,3]y 
Confounding 
F(2) + F(4) 
y'M[2,b]y 
Confounding 
F(3) + F(lt) 
y'M[3,h]y 
Confounding Confounding 
F(l) + F(2) + F(3) F(l) + F(2) + F(4) 
y'M[l,2,3]y y'M[l,2,3]y 
Confounding Confounding 
F(l) + F(3) + F(k) F(2) + F(3) + F(h) 
y'M[l,3,lt]y y'M[2,3,k]y 
Confounding 
F(l) + F(2) + F(3) + F(4) 
y'M[l,2,3,4]y 
ZF30B 
y'a[l,2,3,4]y 
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Table 7 . 6 .  A three-factor experiment with interactions. 
Three-factor Interaction 
F(l), F(2), and F(3) 
y'M[T]y 
Two-factor Interaction Two-factor Interaction Two-factor Interaction 
F(l) and F(2) F(1) and F(3) F(2) and F(3) 
y*M[U,7]y y'M[5,7]y y'M[6,T]y 
Confounding Confounding Confounding 
F(l) + F(2) . F(l) + F(3) F(2) + F(3) 
y'M[3]y y'M[2]y y'M[ï]y 
Confounding 
F(l) + F(2) + F(3) 
y'M[l,2,3,4,5,6,7]y 
ERROR 
y'R[7]y 
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1''. Relationship to More Standard Analyses 
The analyses of variance in Tables 7.4, 7.5 and 7-6 do not in general 
give the same sums of squares produced by more common procedures. For a 
main-effects model the only sums of squares that can be obtained by more 
conventional methods are those corresponding to y'M[i]y, i = l,...,p. 
These can be interpreted as the reduction due to fitting after 
fitting X-...X. .X..,...X . In this section a method is illustrated X 1—1 1+1 p 
whereby the analysis of the form in Table 7.7 can be obtained. 
Table 7.7. Sequential reduction analysis. 
Analysis of Variance 
Source Degrees of Freedom Sums of Squares 
Due to fitting 3^ rank(X^) y'P[l]y 
Due to fitting g 
after 
rank(X^,Xg) - rank(X^) y'(P[l,2] - P[l])y 
Due to fitting 3 
after 3,...3 1 p-l 
rank(XT...X ) - rank(XT...X ,) J. p J. p--L y'(P[l,...,P] - P[g])y 
Error n - rank(X^...X^) y*R[l...p]y 
Total n y'y 
For the case where p = 2, the following analysis of variance can be 
constructed. 
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Table T.8. The general two-factor analysis. 
(1) 
Factor F(l) 
y*M[l]y 
(2) 
Remainder 
(3) 
Factor F(2) 
y'M[2]y 
(U) 
Confounding 
F(l) + F(2) 
y'M[l,2]y 
(5) 
ERROR 
y'R[l,2]y 
The "Remainder," term (2) in Table 7.8, can be defined to be 
(7.1+7) y'(M[l] + M[2] - M[l,2] - I)y . 
From Chapter IV the sum of quantities (l), (k) and (2) is the sum of 
squares for fitting The fact that the quantity (3) is the sum of 
squares for fitting after 3^ implies that an analysis identical to 
that in Table 7.7 can easily be constructed. Using the same "Remainder" 
term (2), the sum of squares due to fitting is the sum of (2), (3) 
and (U). Therefore, th'e reverse analysis can also be constructed. It is 
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also useful to note that the remainder (2) is zero when C(R[2]X^) is 
orthogonal to CIREIIX^). The converse is true with probability one; 
however, term (2) is a function of the observations and can therefore 
be very small even when the spaces C|R[2]X^) and CIRLIIX^) are not 
orthogonal. 
For the case where p = 3, four remainder terms can be defined. The 
form for such an analysis is displayed in Table 7.9. 
Table 7.9. The general three-factor analysis. 
(6 )  
Factor F(l) 
y'M[l]y 
(9) 
(7) Factor F(2) 
y'M[2]y 
(10) 
(11) 
Factor F(3) 
y'M[3]y 
(2)  (8)  
Confounding 
F(l) + F(2) 
y'M[l,23y 
(3) Confounding 
F(l) + F(3) 
y'M[l,3]y 
(5) Confounding 
F(2) + F(3) 
y'M[2,3]y 
Confounding 
F(l) + F(2) + F(3) 
y'M[l,2,3]y 
ERROR 
y'R[l,2,3]y 
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The four remainder terms are identified as (3), (5), (7) and (lO). 
The first of these, (3), can be defined such that 
(7.1+8) y'M[l,2]y = (l) + (2) + (3) . 
In other words, the sum of (l), (2) and (3) is the result of fitting y 
to C(X^) dXg). The remainder term (5) can he defined such that the 
sum of (l), (2)J (3), (4) and (5) gives the sum of squares of regression 
from fitting y to the space spanned by vectors in C|X^) H C(Xg) and 
C(X^) n C(Xg). The remainder term (7) can be defined such that 
(7.1»9) y'P[l]y = (l) + (2) + ... + (7) . 
Similarly (lO) can be defined such that 
(7.50) y'P[l,2]y = (1) + (2) + ... + (10) . 
Using the quantities (l) through (ll) defined by this procedure, the 
analyses represented in Table 7.7 can be constructed from Table 7.9. 
There are, of course, an infinite number of ways that various 
remainder terms could be defined throughout a table such as Table 7.9. 
The above procedure could be extended to p = 4, or another procedure 
which produces an analysis different from that of Table 7-7 could be 
introduced. 
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G. The Variances of BLUE's of Estimable Functions 
Let J denote the class of sets S such that the space C|S) is 
non-empty. Then the variance of the function a'y with a e C(S) is 
(7.51) Var(a'y) = a^a'a . 
Since a. = R[s]M[S]p for some vector p, 
(7.52) Var(a'y) = a2p'M[S]R[S]M[S]p . 
Letting the matrix B denote any basis for intersection of C(X^) for 
all i e S, it follows that 
(7.53) Var(a'y) = a^n'B'REsjBn 
for some vector ri. 
In general, any estimable function a'y can be written as 
(7.54) a'y = Z E[S]M[S]ti[S] , 
SeJ 
where ri[S] is a vector dependent upon the set S. The variance of a.'y 
can be written as 
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(7.55) Var(A'y) = 0* { Z n'[S]M[S3E[S]M[SMS] 
SeJ 
+ Z Tl'[S]M[S]R[S]R[T]M[T]n[T3} 
S,TeJ 
S0T 
TçtS 
The second term in expression 7.55 is essentially the sum of the covari-
ances since the spaces C|S) and C(T) are orthogonal for 8(2 T or 
TCS. 
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VIII. GENERALIZED LEAST SQUARES 
In this chapter the decomposition theorem (Theorem k . 2 )  is general­
ized to include the case of an arbitrary covariance structure defined on 
the vector of random variables e. That is, consider the linear model 
P 
(8.1) y = 2 X.3 + E , 
1 ^ ^  
where e is a vector of random variables with, mean zero and variance 
a^V. The only conditions put on the matrix V are that it be real, 
symmetric and non-negative definite. 
Zyskind and Martin (1969 , page 1192) establish the following 
generalized Gauss-Markov theorem. 
Theorem (Generalized Gauss-Markov). Given the linear 
model y = XB + E with COV(E) = O^V, where V is any 
known nonnegative matrix, a non-empty subclass (/, depen­
dent on the relation between X and V, of the class of 
all conditional inverses of V can be constructed so that 
for any estimable and any V* in I/, a b.l.u.e. of 
X'B is given by X'B, where B is any solution to the 
general normal equations (G.N.E.) 
(8.2) X'V*X = X'V*y . 
We will apply this theorem to the partitioned model 8.1, first with 
p equal to two and then for any p. 
Zyskind (1967) has shown that a linear function of the observations w'y 
is BLUE for its expectation if and only if the vector Vw is contained in 
C(X). From Corollary 1.2 of Zyskind and Martin (I969), it is clear that 
a characterization of BLUE's of estimable functions X'B can be made by 
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considering the space C{v*'X). From the corollary a BLUE of any esti­
mable function X'3 exists of the form p'X'V*y where p is a solution 
to the generalized conjugate normal equations. From the construction of 
V*, any vector a such that a e C(V*'X) also satisfies Va e C{X); and 
therefore, a'y is BLUE for its expectation. 
The normal equations for a two-partition linear model can he written 
as 
x^yxxg' 11 •x|V*y 
X^v*x^ X^VKXg X^V*y. 
Consider the following lemma from Zyskind and Martin (1969). 
Lemma rank (AB) = rank (A) - k if and only if 
dim[C(A') n C^(B)] = k . 
Using the notation in 8.3 and the above lemma, the following theorem can 
be proved. 
Theorem 8.1 Given the matrix V* such that 
rank 
X^V*X^ X^V*Xg 
= rank 
2^ 
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then 
i) rank(Xj^V*X^) = rank(X|) 
and 
ii) rank(X^V*Xg) = rank(X^) . 
Proof Clearly, rank(X'V*) = rank(X). Then from the lemma, 
C{X) n CJY*) = (j) . 
Since C(X^)(2 C(X), it also follows that 
C ( X ^ )  n  C J V * )  =  4 )  ,  
and rank(X^V*) = rank(X^). By a similar argument 
rank(X^V*) = rank(X^) . 
Therefore, C(X|V*) = C(Xj^) . This implies that there exists a nonsingular 
matrix B such that 
Xj^V* = X'B . 
Postmultiplying the above expression by X^ gives 
Xj^V*X^ = XpX^ . 
Since B is nonsingular, it follows that 
rank(X^V*X^) = rank(X^) . 
Similarly, 
rank(X^V*Xg) = rank(X^) . 
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Theorem 8.1 establishes the existence of a matrix such that 
M^X|V*X^ = X^. Multiplying the first row partition of expression 8.3 by 
-X^V*M^ and adding the result to the second row partition gives the 
generalized reduced normal equations, 
(8.4) (X^V*XG - X^VAM^XJVAXGIBG = (X^V* - X^V*M^XJV*)Y . 
Letting M^Xj^V* = and = I - gives 
(8.5) " ^2 *^^  • 
Clearly, Q^X^ = X^ and R^X^^ = (j). Consider any vector a. e C(RjV*'Xg). 
There exists a vector p such that 
a = RjVK'XgP , 
and 
va = V[I - V*'X^Mj^]V*'X2p . 
Combining terms, 
va = VV*'[I - X^Mj^V*']X2P , 
and because of the nature of W*', the vector Va is contained in C|X). 
From this it is known that a'y is BLUE for its expectation, which is 
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(8.6) E[a'y] = p'X^V*R^(X^B^ + XgPg) 
= P'%%V"*lX2*2 
= . 
This establishes what may be called the generalized reduced conjugate 
normal equations for eliminating 
(8.7) X^Rj^V^'Xgp = Xg . 
The above development can be repeated obtaining the generalized reduced 
normal equations for 3^ eliminating gg, 
(8.8) %lV*B2%l9l = ^^^^«Rgy , 
where MgX^V*Xg = Xg, Qg = M^X^V*, and Rg = I - Qg. Any vector a such 
that 
(8.9) a e C(R^V*'X^) 
satisfies 
(8.10) a. = R^V*'X^p 
for some vector p, and 
(8.11) va = W*'[I - XgM^V*:]XgP 
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This Implies a'y is BLUE for its expectation. Since = <Pt the 
expected VEilue of a'y is 
(8.12) E[a'y] = p'X^V*RgX^6^^ 
= . 
Consider any vector a such that 
a e [C(V*'X^) n C(V*'X^)] . 
Clearly» &'y is BLUE for its expectation, and there exist vectors 
and Hg such that 
(8.13) A = V*'X^NI 
= V^'Xgiig . 
The expected value of a'y is 
(8.14) E[a'y] = n£X^V*X^3^ + niXiVWXggg 
= n{xjv*XiGi + 
= * ^2^2 • 
Any vector a contained in C(B^V*'Xg) has the general form 
a = RjVK'XgP , 
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for some vector p. Since. R| = I - V*'X^Mj^, a must be a linear combi­
nation of the columns of V*'X^ and V*'Xg. Therefore a e C(V*'X). 
Similarly, any vector contained in CfRgVW'X^) must also be a vector in 
C(V*'X). In addition, any vector contained in [C(V*'X^) rtClVK'Xg)] 
is also contained in C(V*'X). It can therefore be stated that any 
vector CL made up of a linear combination of vectors from the three 
spaces C(R^y*'X^), ClRjVX'Xg), and [C(V*'X^) n C(V*'Xg)] must also 
satisfy 
a e C|V*'X) . 
Now consider any vector a such that a e C(R^V*'Xg) and 
CL E [C(V*'X^) n CiVK'Xg)]. There exist vectors and such 
(8.15) a = V*'X^Tii » 
that 
a = • 
This gives 
(8.16) a = R^RjVK'XgHg 
= ^ . 
Therefore, the spaces C(R^V*'Xg) and [C(V*'X^) A C(V*'Xg)] are 
disjoint; similarly C(R^V*'X^) and [C(V*'X^)nC(V*'Xg)] are disjoint. 
Assume there exists a vector a such that 
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(8.IT) a. e C(R^V*'X^) , 
CL e C(r^*'X^) . 
This gives 
(8.18) a = R^v*'x^n^ = RjVK'Xg^b 
for some vectors and Tig* From 8.18 it follows that Q|a = Q^a = <|». 
If our assumption is correct, then 
(8.19) rank(X^V*Rg) = rank 
X{V*Rg 
That is, the rank of X^V*R2 is the same as when it is augmented by a' 
We know that 
(8.20) rank(X^V*Rg) = rank(Xj^V*) - k^ , 
where k^ = dimCC(V*'X^) H CIQ^)]. Since a = R^R^V*'Xgn2, it follows 
that 
(8.21) fxJV*R„ fX'V* 1 2 1 
rank = rank 
n'XJV.E^E2 T1'X'V*R 
— k 2 ' 
2o6 
where kg = dimCCfVM'X^.RlVK'Xgnglin CfQg)]. Since R^V^'Xgîlg Is 
orthogonal to Qg, we have 
(8.22) *1 = kg -
This gives 
(8.23) 
rankfXjV*) = rank 
X£V* 
From a previous argument we know the spaces C(V*'X^) and C(R^V*Xg) 
are disjoint. Therefore, expression 8.23 holds only if 
(8.2k) BiV*'%2%2 = 4' • 
This implies that a is the zero vector and the spaces C(R^V*'X^) and 
ClR^VS'Xg) are disjoint. 
Thus far we have shown that the three spaces C(r^V*'X^), C(R^V*'Xg) 
and [C(V*'X^) O C(V*Xg)] are disjoint and any vector made up of a linear 
combination of vectors from these spaces is contained in C(V*'X^,V*'Xg). 
We will now demonstrate that 
(8.25) dim[C(V*'X^,V*'Xg)] = dim[C(R'V*'X^)] + dim[C(R^V*'Xg)] 
+ dim[C{V*'X^ ) n C(V*'Xg)] . 
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Let OQ be a "basis for [C(V*'X^^(1 CiVM'Xg)] and let 0^ be the 
extension of 0^ such that (0^,0^) forms a basis for C(V*'X^). It 
follows that there exist matrices and Dg such that 
(8.26) (O^.Oq) = V*«X^D^ 
and 
(8.27) V*«X^D2 = (0^,0Q) . 
Letting = dim[C(V*'X^) ] and = dim[C{V*'X^) f) CfVX'Xg)], 
(8.28) rank(O^) = q^. ~ ^ 12 ' 
and 
(8.29) rank(OQ) = q^g . 
From expressions 8.26 and 8.27 it follows that R^(0^,0Q) forms a basis 
for R^V*'X^. Since 0^ is made up of vectors from CfVK'Xg), 
(8.30) R^/Oi.Oq) = (R^f^,*) . 
The columns of R^O^ can be shown to be linearly independent as follows. 
Assume the columns are linearly dependent. Then there exists a vector 
p such that 
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(8.31) R^O^P = 4) . 
From the definition of it follows that 
O^p = V*'XgM^O^p . 
Then vector O^p e [C|V*X^) O C(V*Xg) ] and O^p 9^ <j), but this is 
impossible because of the construction of 0^ and 0^. Therefore 
(8.32) rank(R^V*X^) = • 
By a similar argument it follows that 
(8.33) rank(R^V*Xg) = • 
This gives 
(8.3k) dim[C(R^V*Xg)] + dim[C(R^V*Xg)] 
+ dim[C(V*'X^) n CiVX'Xg)] 
= Si + %2 - ^ 12 
= dimECfVK'X^sVK'Xg)] . 
The above development establishes the following extension to Theorem k. 2 .  
Theorem 8.2 Given the notation above, any linear function a'y 
that is BLUE for its expectation with a e C(V*'X) has the following 
unique decomposition 
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(8.35) a'y = p^y + p^y + p^y , 
where p^ is a vector in C(R^V*'X^), Pg is a vector in ClRjVW'Xg), and 
p^ is a vector in [C(V**X^) O CiVK'Xg)]. In other words, a'y can be 
decomposed into the siam of a function that is BLUE of an estimable 
function of alone, a function that is BLUE of an estimable function 
of alone, and a function that is BLUE of an estimable function of 
3^ and gg that cannot be further decomposed into estimable functions 
of alone and 3^ alone. 
/S A 
Using Theorem 8.2 the sums of squares for regression 3'X*V*X3 can 
be decomposed in a manner similar to that of Chapter IV. That decomposi­
tion as well as variances of BLUE's, interfactor information, and their 
multifactor extensions will not be developed here. 
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IX. A COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
In this chapter some computational aspects of the theory presented in 
previous chapters are discussed. Much has "been written [see Muller and 
Wilkinson (l97l)] concerning the computational aspects of the analysis of 
variance. However, none of the presently available procedures provide the 
type of decomposition introduced in Chapter IV and Chapter VII. Much a 
procedure will be discussed here. 
A. Analysis of Variance Programs 
Most computer programs can he thought of as consisting of three basic 
parts, the input to the program, the algorithm to perform the computations, 
and the output of the results. The amount of communication "between these 
parts varies considerably as in Figure 9.1 for a "batch processing mode and 
Figure 9-2 for a time-sharing mode. 
INPUT ALGORITHM OUTPUT 
Figure 9.1. Batch processing mode 
Nearly all analysis of variance programs are implemented in a batch 
processing mode. This is natural, since most computers operate in a 
batch processing mode. However, time-sharing versions of analysis of 
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ALGORITHM 
OUTPUT INPUT 
Figure 9 . 2 .  Time-sharing mode 
•variance programs also exist. The author has implemented such a program 
using the extension of Yates' algorithm on the time-sharing system at 
Iowa State University. 
The input to an analysis of variance program generally consists of 
some form of model specification, physical characteristics of the experi­
ment such as the number of levels of each factor, and perhaps some type 
of information as to what hypotheses are to "be tested. 
The algorithm generally operates on the data using a series of 
regressions, linear combinations of means, or other operations intended to 
evaluate the needed expressions. In any program the algorithm is very 
important as it determines the usefulness of the program as a whole. This 
chapter is concerned with the algorithm for an analysis of veiriance 
program. 
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The output from any analysis of variance program generally consists 
of an analysis of variance table, with the option available at the input 
stage to produce such information as means, plots of residuals, estimates 
of predefined contrasts, etc. Some output may go to an external storage 
device to be used as input to other programs. 
The report by Muller and Wilkinson (l97l) contains descriptions of 
numerous methods for specifying the model, algorithms, and forms for 
output. 
B. Constructing A Basis for the Intersection 
of Two Column Spaces 
The intersection of two column spaces clearly forms the foundation 
for a general analysis of variance program. In this section a method for 
constructing a basis for the intersection of two column spaces will be 
described. This method employs a procedure for calculating a generalized 
inverse. There are two reasons for using such a procedure. First, 
methods for calculating generalized inverses usually provide the informa­
tion concerning linear relationships among the columns necessary for 
determining a basis for the intersection space. Secondly, the resulting 
generalized inverse will be useful for determining parameter estimates, 
sums of squares, and estimability. Many procedures for calculating 
generalized inverses exist. A method due to Greville (196O) will be 
described here. This method was chosen merely because it admits a concise 
recursive procedure that produces the information needed. 
Let A be an n x m matrix and let A^ represent the first k 
columns of the matrix A. The generalized inverse of the first column of 
A can be written as 
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(9.1) 
^1 ~ ^ l^î » 
where = l/(Aj^A^). Then for k = 2,...,m can be calculated hy 
the following procedure. Let a^ denote the k-th column of A. Then 
(9.2) 
Define 
(9.3) 
(9.1.) \ = °k - \-A • 
and 
(9.5) \ = 4 " Ck f * ' 
\ * %) 'If 'k = * 
Then 
(9.6) 
4 = 
b. 
Notice that if c^ = <(: then a^^ is a linear combination of the first 
k-1 columns of A and the coefficients that define the linear 
2lU 
combination are the elements of vector d^. A flowchart for the Greville 
method is shown in Figure 9.3. 
Such a procedure can now be used to construct a basis for the inter­
section of two column spaces. Let and Zg be m x p^ and m x p^ 
matrices, respectively. Let z. . denote the j-th column of Z.. A 
XJ 1 
procedure to construct a basis for ClZ^)f)ClZ^} will be described as 
'h follows. Calculate the generalized inverse of Z^, denoted by Z^^. Use 
the Greville method to calculate 
(9.7) (Zi.zgl) 
If is a linear combination of the columns of Z^ then Zg^ is a 
vector in C(Z^) f) ClZg). Let b^ = Zg^ be the first basis vector. If 
Zg^ is not a linear combination of the columns of Z^, then no informa­
tion concerning the basis is available at this stage. Next calculate 
(9.8) (Z^.zg^.zgg)"*" 
If Zgg is a linear combination of the columns of (Z^,Zg^), say Zgg = 
a^Zg^ + Z^d for some scalar and some vector d, then the vector 
(9.9) b Zgg - o^Zg^ 
is a vector in C(Z^) H C{Zg). 
basis, then compute 
If this is not the first vector in the 
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START 
STOP 
\-l"W 
Figure 9.3. Flowchart of the Greville method 
2l6 
In this manner an independent set of basis vectors can be constructed. 
If b is the first vector in the basis then let b^ = b. Regardless of 
whether or not is a linear combination of the columns of (Z^jZg^), 
the next step is to calculate 
t 
(9»10) ^^1'^21'^22*^23^ * 
For the k-th step, k = 1,2,...iPg, let denote the matrix of indepen­
dent basis vectors, let Zp^ denote the first k columns of the matrix 
Z g  a n d  i f  i s  a  l i n e a r  c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  c o l u m n s  o f  Z ^ ) ,  
then denote the linear combination by 
(9.11) , = ZJA 
for vectors and ot^. Then the procedure at the k-th step can be 
outlined as follows: 
i) If vectors and exist such that 9.11 holds, then add 
the vector Zp^o^ to the basis and determine if the basis vectors are 
linearly independent. If the vectors are independent, add to the 
basis, if not then delete Zp^ot^. Go to step iii). 
ii) If the vectors and do not exist such that 9.11 holds, 
then go to step iii). 
iii) Increment k by 1 and repeat the above process until k = pg. 
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The above procedure will yield diiii[C(Z^.) ], diin[C(z^) f| C(Zg)], and 
dim[C(Z^,Zg)]. In addition the matrices 
(9.12) z'j , 
(9.13) (Z .^Z )F , 
and 
(9.1k) B"^ , 
where B denotes the matrix of basis vectors, are computed. 
A flow diagram of the above procedure is presented in Figure 9.%. 
C. The Two-factor Model 
As in previous chapters, the simple case will be examined first. 
Therefore consider the linear model 
(9.15) y = + XgBg + s 
The corresponding normal equations are 
(9.16) % XY 
% % X^Y 
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Ç START ^ 
•j-
Compute 
\ / 
k = 1 
\ f 
k = k + 1 
\/ 
Compute 
^^l'^2k^ ( STOP 
Compute 
(Bk_l'%2k*k) 
Augment 
with Zg^c^ 
Figure 9-^« A method for constructing the "basis for an intersection space 
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Wherever possible we will try to work with matrices no larger than X'X. 
The matrices X'X and X'y can be constructed when the data are read. 
In this way matrices of the size of X need not be stored in core. 
From the fact that if X'Xp = ^ for some vector p then Xp = <J), it 
follows that linear relationships among the columns of X'X reflect 
identical relationships among the columns of X. Therefore, applying the 
procedure described in the previous section, the matrices 
can be evaluated. In addition, matrices C and B can be constructed 
such that if B denotes a matrix whose columns form a basis for 
(9.17) t 
(9.18) 
C 
then 
(9.19) 
B = C 
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It follows then that the columns of the matrix 
(9.20) D = XgC 
form a "basis for C(X^)H C(Xg). The sums of squares corresponding to the 
completely confounded effects can "be evaluated "by calculating 
(9.21) y'X2C(C'X^X2C)~ C'X^y . 
The sums of squares attributable to 3^ alone and gg alone can "be 
calculated "by evaluating 
(9.22) 3j^(X|X^ - X£X2(X^X2)"X^X^)e^ , 
and 
(9.23) 3^(X^X2 - X^X^(Xj^X^)-X^X2)32 , 
respectively. The "remainder" term can be evaluated"by subtraction. 
Estimability of redefined linear functions of the parameters X'3 
can "be determined by using the fact that the product 
(9.2k) X'X(X'X)f 
is the orthogonal projection operator on C(X'). Therefore X'3 is 
estimable if and only if 
X - X'X(X'X)^X = <|) . 
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D. Models With More 'fhon Two Factor» 
The procedures introduced in the preceding section can be extended to 
models with more than two partitions. It will be assumed that the matrices 
X'X and X'y have been calculated and are available. The general 
"f* 
approach will be to calculate (X'X) and at the same time construct 
bases for the intersections of the appropriate column spaces. These bases 
will not explicitly be obtained. Instead matrices B[i^,...,i^] will be 
obtained such that 
XB[i^,••• 
will form an independent set of basis vectors for 
n c(x ) . 
j=i J 
Writing X'X as 
X'X = (X'X^ ,X'Xg,...,X'X ) 
and applying the algorithm introduced in the previous section to any two 
partitions X'X. and X'X. the matrix B[i,j] can be constructed such 
^ J 
that 
X_B[i,j] 
forms a basis for C(X.) A C(X ). A basis for 
^ J 
c(x^) nciXjin c{Xj^) 
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can be constructed ty operating on the two matrices 
X'X_B[i , j ]  and X'X^ .  
This will give B[i,j,k] and 
X^B[i,j,k] 
will be a set of basis vectors for C(X.)  ^C(X.) O C(X, ). This can be 
1 j K 
continued until all of the necessary intersections are determined. The 
relevant sums of squares can be calculated by fitting each model 
R[S]X^B[S]T = y 
for some i e S. This would at first glance appear to be a very complex 
model to fit. However when the normal equations are written in the proper 
form, the model is in fact simple to fit. Consider the normal equations 
B'[S]XM[S]X3[S]T = B'[S]X|R[S]y , 
substituting I - X[s](X'[S]X[S])~X[S] for R[S] where X[s] represents 
the matrix X with all X^ such that i e S deleted, gives 
{B'[S]X^X3[S] - B'[S]X^X[S](X'[S]X[S]rX'[S]B[S]} 
as the coefficient matrix and is generally a very small matrix. The 
quantities 
B[8]X!X_ and B[S]xp[S] 
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are easily retrieved from calculations done during the determination of 
B[S]. The matrix 
(X'[S]X[S])^ 
can also be calculated as the intersections are being determined. The 
right-hand sides of the normal equations can be computed similarly. 
Predefined contrasts in the parameters X'0 can be checked for estim-
ability by calculating 
x'xCx'xyf^ 
as in the previous section. Then if X'B is estimable 
X'X(X 'X) fx  =  X .  
Using the above procedures, all of the information discussed in 
Chapter VII can be computed. The most difficult problem yet to be solved 
will be to determine the most efficient way to implement these procedures 
on a computer. 
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X. SUMMARY 
This thesis has addressed itself to some of the complex questions 
arising from the fitting of classificatory linear models to arbitrary 
data structures. In order to develop a computer algorithm for analysing 
arbitrary data-model situations, it is first necessary to determine the 
basic parts of such an analysis and then determine a useful way of 
presenting them. To determine the nature and characteristics of these 
basic parts it is necessary to examine in some detail the concepts of 
orthogonality, rank, confounding and estimation as they apply to the 
general linear hypothesis. 
A. Estimability 
The approach used in this thesis has been to let estimability 
considerations direct the analysis of a general linear classificatory 
model. This results in a partitioning of C{X) into subspaces, each 
corresponding to a particular group of estimable functions. Each group 
of estimable functions exhibits a certain type of confounding. The 
concept of orthogonality in a linear model can then be identified with 
the orthogonality (or non-orthogonality) of the above subspaces. The 
partitioning of C(x) also suggests a partitioning of the total sum of 
squares into meaningful components for testing various hypotheses. 
The appropriate degrees of freedom can be obtained from the dimensions 
of the above subspaces. 
The general two-factor model with a general covariance structure V 
is also examined. The appropriate partitions of the space C(V*'X) are 
given. 
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B. Comparison With More Classical Procedures 
The approach to fitting general linear classificatory models seems to 
be that outlined in Table 7.7. The fact that this approach is inadequate 
for general linear classificatory models should be clear from the results 
of Chapter VII. In an incomplete three-factor factorial model, for 
example, the projection of y onto some of the subspaces representing 
BLUE's of confounded effects cannot be calculated without first determin­
ing a basis for the intersection of appropriate column spaces. In some 
submaximal rank situations the effect of the factors involved can be 
separated into effects attributable to that factor alone and effects 
attributable to a combination of factors that cannot be separated. The 
effects attributable to each factor alone can be determined by using an 
approach similar to that in Table 7.7. However, the effect of confounded 
functions cannot be calculated by using such an approach. The most diffi­
cult problem, of course, is determining the confounded effects and 
corresponding intersections of column spaces. 
C. Further Work 
The largest area in need of further work is the area of the computer 
algorithm. The procedure described here can tend to be quite time consum­
ing and may be subject to round-off errors. It is the author's belief 
that there is room for improvement in all of the "general" algorithms pro­
posed in the literature since not all of the information available is used. 
None of the present algorithms use the fact that the model matrix is made 
up entirely of zeros and ones (at worse zeros, ones and negative ones). 
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Some computer programs make use of this fact when allocating storage, but 
none specifically make use of it in the algorithm itself. 
Another topic for further study is in the area of combining the sums 
of squares in a meaningful way when the spaces C(S) introduced in 
Chapter VII are not orthogonal. One example was given providing the con­
struction of the analysis given in Table 7.7. It may be possible to 
introduce additional remainder terms so that the analysis corresponding 
to any ordering of the g's can be constructed. 
The subject of combining information from several experiments, though 
not specifically mentioned in this thesis, is closely related. In order 
to combine estimates of estimable functions from several experiments in the 
most efficient manner, it is necessary to determine the relationships 
between estimable functions in each of the experiment». 
It would seem that perhaps the model and data structure are not 
sufficient to completely describe an experiment. Perhaps in addition to 
a statement of the model it is necessary to have a statement of the 
assumptions one is prepared to make in the event some confounding has 
occurred due to missing observations. One can imagine incorporating 
statements such as: "In the event that a^ + a^ is confounded with 
bg + bj^, there is substantive evidence for assuming that a^ + a^ is 
zero." The need for such statements obviously occurs with fractional 
factorials, but in general the interconfounding in a given data-model 
situation will be unknown without examination of the sort outlined in 
this thesis. 
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